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Why Brown For Mayor?.
He's Best Qualified

204

NUMBER 10

Renne Proposes To
Invalidate Labor Statutes

arbitration generally cover police officers and firefighters, but sometimes
If you needed any further indica- extend to other city employees. For
tion of the hostility of City Attorney example, by virtue of Proposition F,
Louise Renne and her staff to police enacted by voters in San Francisco
officers, to the bargaining rights of last November, interest arbitration is
City employees, or to labor in gen- now applicable to labor negotiations
eral, she has provided it. Her office is involving most City employees.
Renne's attack on interest arbitranow challenging the widely accepted
practice of binding interest arbitra- tion came in litigation involving the
tion in a case that does not even San Francisco Police Officers Assoinvolve binding interest arbitration! ciation. You know this case all too
According to POA attorney Vince well: it's the lawsuit between the POA
Courtney, "Renne is inviting a very and the City over whether Proposiconservative California Supreme tion D, added to the San Francisco
Court to invalidate labor laws Charter in 1990, included retirement
throughout this state that provide benefits among the subjects that the
for collective bargaining with inter- Charter now authorizes police and
est arbitration. The top priority of the firefighters to negotiate over with the
firefighter and police unions and as- City. (Renne also opposes collective
sociations covered by these statutes, bargaining over retirement benefits,
is to maintain them. Similarly, the but that is another issue.)
The language of Proposition D,
top priority of the fire and police
and
specifically Charter section
organizations that do not yet have
8.590-7,
makes it clear that although
them, is to obtain them. That's bein
the
event
of an arbitration an
cause these laws resolve the dilemma
arbitrator's
decision
would be bindthat POAs and other employee orgaing
on
most
matters,
this would not
nizations have when negotiations
be
true
with
respect
to retirement
involving employees who provide esbenefits.
Where
retirement
benefits
sential public services reach the imor
other
changes
in
the
retirement
passe stage. The traditional remedy,
the strike, is undesirable for all con- system are concerned, the arbitracerned. Binding interest arbitration tors' decision would be only advihas been the solution. . . and Renne's sory. The charter language requires
that any arbitration award changing
office wants to abolish it."
Interest arbitration statutes now retirement benefits undergo further
exist under state laws in approxi- review first by the City's Retirement
mately half of the states across the Board, and then by the Board of
country. Although none has yet been Supervisors. Even if the Retirement
adopted by California's state legisla- Board cleared the arbitrators' deciture, voters in a dozen or so charter sion on retirement matters, the Board
cities in Northern California have of Supervisors would then have to
enacted interest arbitration provi- "ma[kle its own independent finding"
sions for certain essential public regarding any impact the change
employees. These statutes provide might have on the tax qualified stafor the selection of neutral labor rela- tus of the retirement system. ThereWe now have mediation rights over tions experts and give them the au- after, any changes in retirement bencertain
types of Citizen Complaints. thority to resolve labor disputes, efits could not become effective withWe will soon be conducting Field
Site Surveys to determine what can If you receive correspondence from thereby providing a reasonable alter- out a three-quarters vote of approval
be done to improve the conditions at the Office of Citizen Complaints of- native to strikes. The collective bar- by the Board of Supervisors.
(See RENNE, Page 7)
district stations that are still await- fering you the opportunity to partici- gaining laws providing for interest
ing remodeling or major construc- pate in this process (your participation projects. While the Department tion is completely optional) please
IN THIS ISSUE
has made significant improvements contact your respective SFPOA
at several stations there is still a representative(s) so that we can rePage 9
Page 2 I Members Speak
Widows and Orphans
great deal to be done to address view the issues involved. Mediation
problems such as overcrowded locker will take the place of a formal adminPage 2 Close Encounters Pages 10 & 11
Police Post
facilities, lack of shower availability istrative investigation and is both a
Pages 12 & 13
Around the Department Page 3 Letters
and restricted parking. If you would confidential process wherein, once
concluded,
a
notation
of
"mediation"
be willing/interested in participatPage 16
Page 4 PAL
IRS vs Pension
ing in this project please send your will be entered into the investigative
information (i.e. name/pager/work file and no other investigation will
Pages 17-19
Page 8 I Sports
Retired Members
schedule) to the SFPOA do Steve occur involving those events covered
by mediation.
Johnson.
borhood. To be sure, he represented
a lot of criminal defendants, a comWe have already endorsed Willie mon client base for young attorneys
Brown for Mayor of San Francisco, who lack connections within the leand did so in large part because of gal community, and something his
the positions he has taken on issues opponents have tried to take advanof vital importance to San
Francisco police officers. He
strongly supports collective
bargaining and interest arbitration for essential public
services, supports arbitration
of disciplinary actions involving police officers, as well as
for other employees, and
would also support our position on provisional appointments, recognizing it to be an
accommodation of seniority
and affirmative action that
would take the politics out of
the hundreds of provisional appoint- tage of in this election.
Of course, when one examines
ments that are being made by the
Willie Brown, his record as a crimicurrent administration.
However, you need to know more nal defense attorney isn't what is
about someone who aspires to be most remarkable. It's what he has
Mayor of San Francisco in the 1990's. become, what he has been able to
This article is intended to provide our accomplish and what he now offers
readers with more information about the City of San Francisco. Willie
Willie Brown's record, beyond the Brown knows how things get done,
specific issues we questioned him on and how to get them done. He underbefore providing him with our en- stands how to obtain and use power
within our democratic system. And
dorsement.
Willie Brown moved to San Fran- his record shows that he consiscisco in the early 1950's from Mineola, tently uses that ability to improve the
Texas, a small town outside Dallas, quality of life for those who need to
shortly after graduating from high work for a living or who aspires to do
school. He distinguished himself at so. He is viewed as pro-business and
San Francisco State College, and later pro-labor, and is both.
In Sacramento, where he has been
at Hasting's Law School. At the time
a
member
of the California State
he graduated, few large law firms
(See BROWN, Page 6)
were hiring black attorneys. He began practicing law in a small office,
representing clients from the neighby Chris Cunnie

Field Site Surveys

by Al Triguetro, SFPOA President

0CC Mediation
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PoliceFire Post
#456
News

Widows and Orphans
Aid Association
T

he regular monthly meeting of
The Widows & Orphans Aid Association was called to order by Pres. J.
Sturken at 2:15 p.m., Wednesday,
September 23, 1995 in Conference
Room, Ingleside.
ROLL CALLOF OFFICERS: V. Pres.
M. Sullivan excused. All other officers present, with members P. Pres.
M. Duffy & F. Forencich.
MINUTES OF LAST MEETING:
Approved as presented to membership in writing.
NEW MEMBERS: Motion McKee!
2nd Forencich following be accepted
—APPROVED: Michael Aridraychaic,
Richard Araujo, Carol Bolding, Philip
Busalacchi, Marian Campion, Kenneth Canedo, Samuel Christ, John
Conway, Michael Deely, Charles
Easton, Joshua Espinoza, Paul Fong,
Arline Gilmore, Michael Glickman,
Jennifer Gordenev, Robert Hart,
Kevin Healy, Harold Johnson,
Kyotaka Hanamori, Gregory Kane,
Kimberley LaSalle, Paul Lee, Mateo
Lopez, Lavante Mitchell, Marie
Moerno-Lane, Jim Nash, Bertha
Nova, James O'Malley, David On,
Philip Papale, Keith Parker, Jesus
Pena, Sabri Torkman, Francis
Valiquette, Eric Vintero, Eric
Washigton, Paul Weggen-Mann,
Mark Williams, James Wilson.
COMMUNICATIONS: Following
donations received and acknowledged by Secretary: MR./MRS.
CLIFFORD GROH - For services by
members of Park Station. MR. /MRS.
THAYER BRAGG - In memory of
their son, former Police Officer Allyn
Bragg.
BILLS: Treas. Parenti presented
regular bills - benefits, taxes, salaries, etc. APPROVED
Treasure Parenti reported the following deaths:
WILLIAM AYLWARD: Born inWyoming in 1912, Bill worked as a railroad clerk before he joined the Department in 1942, age 31. From the
Academy, he was assigned to Taraval
station, staying there for two years.
Then to Richmond for another year,
before being assigned to Traffic-Accident Prevention. Bill remained there
until his retirement for service in
1975 at age 63. He was promoted to
Assistant Inspector in 1971, Inspector in 1975. He received the following
awards - 1944 CC for arrest of a
burglar; 1945 CC for arrest of armed
robbery suspect; 1945 CC for arrest
of several Hit & Run suspects; 1945
CC for assisting in arrest of two armed
burglars; 1952 for arrest of a holdup
man who had committed a murder.
Bill was 83 at the time of his death.
GEORGE BUTLER: Born in San
Francisco in 1902, George became a
member of the Department in 1936,

age 32, after working as a chauffeur
for the City. There being no Academy
at that time, he received his training
working in the Night Chiefs Office.
After training, George was assigned
to Park Station. He remained there
for four years, before being granted
military leave to serve in WWII. Returning from the service in 1945, he
went to Central, for four years, then
to Northern Station where he remained until his retirement for service in 1961, age 59. When he passed
away, George had attained the age of
93.
REPORT OF TRUSTEES: A night
meeting with BofA was called to order by Pres. Sturken, Friday, September 29, 1995 at 6:15 p.m. in the
World Trade Center. V. Pres. Sullivan
& Trustee Milon excused. Present
from Bank - David Bricker, V.P.
Trust Investment, Gary Joe, V.P.
Trust Administration & Janice
Fetsch, V.P. Trust Administration.
Mr. Bricker reviewed our portfolio,
answering questions from trustees
regarding certain investments and
bond holdings. RECOMMENDED:
Sale of several stocks (profit taking)
with proceeds from sale being used
to purchase other stocks. APPROVED
by Trustees. Meeting was adjourned
at 7:35 p.m.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS: Treas.
Parenti presented letter from attorneys representing us in Erisa action,
wanting assurance we would consult them if the Association needed
further information. As there was no
commitment or cost, the letter was
approved.
GOOD OF THE ASSOCIATION:
Pres. Sturken set next regular meeting for Thursday, October 23, 1995
at 2 p.m. in Conference Room,
Ingleside Station.
ADJOURNMENT: There being no
further business to come before the
membership, the meeting was adjourned at 2:45 p.m. in memory of
the above departed brothers.
Fraternally,
Bob McKee, Secretary
NOTE: RESPONSE ON NEW BENEFICIARY FORMS HAS BEEN SLOW.
PLEASE LOCATE YOURS AND SEND
IT IN. WE ARE SEVERAL HUNDRED
SHORT.
To James Sturken, President
The following members should be
dropped from the rolls under ART III,
SEC 4 of the Constitution, non-payment of dues for over a period of 6
months:
NEIL SWENDSEN
RICHARD ESTRADA
Fraternally,
William Parenti, Treasurer

San Francisco Veteran Police Officers' Assn.

"Keep in touch"
On the second Tuesday of every month, you
can visit and have lunch with your police
friends at the ICA Hall, 3255 Folsom St.
Parking is good.
Annual dues of $15 includes a
monthly Bulletin.
Attend to join or write to Box 22046, SF 94122,
or call the Secretary at (415) 731-4765.

by Greg Corrales

"They wish to hell they were someplace else, and they wish to hell they
would get some relief. They wish to
hell the mud was dry and they wish
to hell their coffee was hot. They want
to go home. But they stay in their wet
holes and fight, and then they climb
out and crawl through mineflelcis and
fight some more."

Bill Mauldin
he recent Police-Fire Post fund
raiser was a great success!
T Thanks to your support and
the outstanding job done by Mark
Hurley $1,500.00 was raised to help
support the Post in their activities
this year. Well done to all!
The Japanese American National
Museum is located at 369 East First
Street, Los Angeles. From 11-10-95
through 01-97 a major exhibit entitled "Fighting for Tomorrow: Japanese Americans in America's Wars,"
will be on display. Japanese Americans have served in the United States
military forces since the Spanish
American War. They have distinguished themselves with uncommon
courage, yet their contributions are
still little known by their fellowAmericans. During World War II, while
120,000 Japanese Americans at

home were incarcerated in camps,
men in the legendary all-Nisei (second generation Japanese American)
100th Battalion and the 442nd Regimental Combat Team were the most
decorated unit for its size and length
of service in American history. The
100th/442nd suffered the highest
casualty rate of any unit in the history of the U.S. Army. At the same
time, Japanese Americans of the
Military Intelligence Service were
making vital contributions to the war
in the Pacific as interpreters and
translators. They gathered vital information through interrogation and
helped to break enemy communication codes. Their exploits were classified secret until the 1970s, and
their remarkable skill and courage is
still little known. The legacy of Nisei
war heroes was handed down to later
generations of Japanese American
soldiers who served in Korea and
Vietnam and who continue to serve
their country today. As with their
World War II predecessors, they have
distinguished themselves beyond the
call of duty, and many made the
ultimate sacrifice.
On New Year's Day, 1946, members of the Second marine Division
played football on a makeshift field
located at the heart of ground zero in
Nagasaki, Japan. They called their
game the "Atomic Bowl." Back then
they had no idea that they may have
been playing in radioactive debris
from the atom bomb that had leveled
the city four months earlier. They
were not alone - hundreds of thousands of other U.S. military person(See POST, Page 14)
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P.O.A. Scholarship Winners:

Congratulations are in order for
the five young scholars who were this
year's scholarship winners. $2,000
to Dana R. Bisordi, daughter of John
:0
and Marilyn Bisorcli, Administration, granddaughter of retired Sgt.
Felix Buckley and niece of Inspector Thomas Buckley, night Investigations. Dana graduated from St.
Ignatius College Preparatory and was
accepted to Santa Clara University
with distinction.
$1,500 to Michael Rodriguez, son
of Ed Rodriguez, Central Station
and nephew of Tony Rodriguez, Central Station. Michael is now attending Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo.
$1,000 to Cherisse Harper,
daughter of Sylvia and Maurice
Harper (F.O.B.). Cherisse is attending Stanford University where she is
pursuing a degree in Chemical Engi• Tax break:
neering.
$750 to Stephanie Deignan,
any units of the department daughter of Jim and Mary Deignan,
are searching for cardiovas- Central Station. Stephanie is attendM cular equipment such as ing Santa Rosa Junior College.
heavy duty tread mills, stationary
$500 to Megan Bourne, daughter
bicycles, stairmasters, etc. etc. If you of Jack and Marcia Bourne, Taraval
have a machine gathering dust and Station. Megan has traveled to the
would like to donate it to a unit East Coast where she is now attendwithin the department, call or write ing Manhattan College in New York
the P.O.A. in care of this column. We City.
will make arrangements for pick-up
and delivery of a letter of receipt...
Retirees Formula:
On October 10th the Retirement
• . . Community Services:
Board sent a letter asking the EmButler's Uniforms has established ployee Relations Department to transan on-site dry cleaning service which fer the function of the yearly survey
also includes pick-up and delivery to to the board. It seems that since Civil
the district stations. According to Service's Pat Finney retired, no one
P. O.A.Treasurer Phil Dito, 10% of all over there can get around to doing
of the cleaning revenues are being the survey. What a shame and to
donated to the Community Services make things worse, this year E.R.D.
Fund, compliments of Hal Turner, types won't even return the calls
district supervisor for Butler's..
made to them by Retirement Board
personnel...
• Wedding Bells:
On September 30, 1995 Co. B's
Births:
Dave Albright exchanged vows with
Mike J. Millane (retired) and his
the lovely Barbara Vinatieri at St. wife Joanne are celebrating the birth
Dunstan Church in Millbrae. The of their first grandchild, Michael Johappy couple is currently on a three seph Gomes, 6 lbs. 12-1/2 oz., 18week honeymoon in beautiful 1/2 inches, on August 23, 1995 at
Espana...
1945 hours. Baby Michael was born
to their daughter Carolyn and her
... Mark your calendars:
husband Michael. Papa Mike is lookThe Second Annual Christmas ing forward to spending many happy
Gala dinner dance at the Top o' the hours spoiling his namesake.
Hilton in the Cityscape Restaurant
Tactical's Kevin and Lynda
and Lounge will be held the evening Dempsey celebrated the birth of their
of Saturday, December 2nd. Tickets first child Corinne Michelle, 8 lbs. 1
are $50.00 per person (when you see oz. onAugust 4,1995 at0421 hours.
the fantastic spread you'll know why) Grandpa is retired Captain Tom
and can be reserved by calling Tom Dempsey and Uncle Mike Dempsey
Walsh of the Domestic Violence Unit, if out at Richmond Station.
553-9225 or Jim Bosch in Hit and
Officer Pam Wermes, Northern
Run, 553-1644...
Station and her partner Kim
Fitzgerald are now the proud par• . . If we didn't have them:
ents of Adam Louis Fitzgerald!
Overheard, "Don't get angry at all Wermes whom they can now call
those prisoners on the bench. Be
nice to them. They're our annuity
plan"...

their very own as the adoption papers have all been confirmed. Adam
was born on September 7, 1995,
weighing in at 7 lbs. 1 oz.
Dave and Cathy Oberhoffer Co.
C are celebrating the birth of their
second daughter, Michaila Elizabeth, 5 lbs. 13 oz., 18" born on
September 18, 1995 at 2334 hours.
Older sister, Jennifer, 18 months, is
busy helping mom and dad.
Central Station's Dan and Peggy
Toomey proudly announce the birth
of their first child. Nicholas John
Toomey was born on July 26, 1995,
7 lbs. 4 oz., 19 inches.
Charlie Keohane, Co. F and his
wife Rose, are the proud parents of
Natalia Rose, 21" long, 9 lbs., 13
oz., born on September 21, 1995, at
2047 hours.
All Mom's, Dad's and Lil' ones
doing great. Our best wishes and
congrats to all. Don't forget to start
the college funds now...

pepper spray or mace over the counter
will no longer require a license. Insurance companies are now pondering what they will do if one of their
insured makes a claim for services
after defending themselves with either pepper spray or mace. Some
analysts are recommending that only
those persons having taken the documented training by D.O.J. should be
covered and that those not having
taken the training should pay higher
premium for coverage if available...
Apologies:
Mike Puccinelli (Yl'F) submitted

a list of St. Anne's Grammar School
graduates who are still active. He left
a few off and even retirees called
asking to be included. So from Mike,
here is the rest of the list with apologies in advance to anyone else that
was forgotten. Actives: Terry Collins,
Records; John Nevin, Mayor's Office. Retirees: Mike Nevin, Ed
Kenney, Tim Cadigan, John
Sheehan and Vince Sheehan.

Pepper Spray:

On January 1, 1996 to purchase
E
WE'VE MOVED - COME BY AND SEE US!
vis
Our new address is: 981 Howard Sheet (between 5th and 6th Sts.)
Gb4700,7
Small Dings & Dents I
starting at 8Q$60
I
INCORPORATED
I

/2k

AUTO BODY REPAIR SPECIALIST
I
981 Howard Street • San Francisco, CA 94105 • (415) 896-BODY
Inquire about our special labor rate for Non-Insurance repairs
I
L — -----ComebyandseeourConverthleTopConveons

Nostalgic Desig*ns

FA

I
J

FA

Carousel 1/Lorre,r A 'JLunderafled Collectible:

FA

I

Phone:
(415) 626-5650
Fax:
(415) 626-6512

Owners:
Joaquin Santos
Oscar Pivaral

4

PACIFIC COAST TITLE COMPANY
Our rate schedule is consistently lower
than the industry average in Mann
When purchasing or refinancing your home,
open your escrow with a friend. Call for rates.
Frank Falzon
(Bus. Development)
Retired SFPD
(Homicide)
Novato office
892-8744

San Rafael

Mill Valley

4546070

388-8740

892-8744

895 Mission Ave.

110 Tiburon Blvd.

1500 Grant Ave.

Novato

Gary Frugoli
(Vice President)
Retired
San Rafael P.D
San Rafael office
454-6070

Hockey Fans:

For all of the fans attending the
I.H.L. Spider games, look over at the
gate the the Spiders enter and leave
the ice. The assistant equipment
manager is our own Andre Fontenot
from Co. A. He previously held the
position with the Sharks when they
also played at the Cow Palace...

Cul-De-Sac, new roof, new kit & baths,
new paint in & out, new carpets & floors.
$249,000
Only needs "New Owner"

Brand new custom 4 bed/3 ba in
$449,000
sac.

Mann Golf & Country Club on 2 private
$575,000
acres. Just reduced.

The Hall-A Tough Place for
Fish and Humans:
When Jean McVeigh worked on

the 5th floor any fish she put in water
drawn from the tap died. Communications dispatchers suffer the indignities of raw sewage when the prisoners on the 6th floor stop-up the
toilets. No wonder Willis Garriott in
Room 400 has installed an air purifier in the office...

FALZO
- "I Sell Novato"
DONNA

Fixer upper on 1/2 acre with Bay views,
$259,000
pools & privacy

898-0484
ext. 138

Jus. LisLea - 3 bedroom w/vaubed
ceilings in cul-de-sac location. $164,950
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IRS Takes Aggressive Position On Pensions
ity retirements and death in the line
of duty pensions which indicated
that for these "the taxable amount
was not determined."
A 1995 agreement between the
Internal Revenue Service and the SF
Retirement System requires that the
Retirement System now determine
the correct application of various tax
codes and revenue rulings relative to
the California Labor Code, SF Charter and Administrative Code to the
reporting of the taxable amount, if
any, of industrial disability retirements and death allowances after
the date the police officer or firefighter
did or would have qualified for a
service retirement (QSR).
On August 18, 1995 the Retirement System met with representatives of the Internal Revenue Service
(technical advisor team, Oakland IRS
office). The IRS asserted the follow-

by Mike Hebel, Welfare Officer

In the July 1995 issue of the Notebook in an article entitled "IRS Eyes
SF Police and Fire Retirees", I stated
that the Internal Revenue Service
wants to eliminate the tax exempt
status of pensions received by disabled public safety officers (police
and fire) when they reach eligibility
for service retirement. Public safety
officers who have been retired for the
effects of disabling job incurred injury have traditionally looked to Section 102 (a)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code as well as Revenue Rulings 80-44, 80-84, and 59-269 to
exclude pension payments from their
taxable income.
IRS Looks At San Francisco

During the fall of 1993 the Retirement System staff met with the staff
of the Tax Compliance Division of the
Internal Revenue Service. This meeting pertained to reporting requirements of tax information on the annual form 1099R. For tax year 1994
the Retirement System made some
reporting changes for service pensions, but continued to enter a distribution code for industrial disabil-

ing position: all industrial disability and industrial death benefits
from the date first paid until the
date of QSR (qualified for a service
retirement) are fully excludable
from gross income; however, all
such payments after QSR are fully
Included as gross income and are
therefore subject to income tax.

FREE PIZZA
Buy Any Medium/Large! X-Large 6 . topping pizza
and get ONE TOPPING PIZZA of equal size FREE
CITY WIDE FAST FREE DELIVERY 24 HOURS

1-800-570-5111
r— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA, NOT VAUD
WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. EXP. 12/31/95

EXPERT REPAIRS & SERVICES I
Specializing in Leather Work, Holsters,
Dying of Leather, and Solo Boots.

f
I

I

THE
WOODEN

It is our pleasure to offer a 20% discount
to all active and retired police officers
their families.
4071 24th St., S.F., CA 94114
4071
415-824 . 9399

HEEL

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9 am - 7 pm
Sat. 9am-5pm

I

............................

FIXED RATES ARE
DOWN AGAIN!
* 3.95% ADJUSTABLE RATE TO

Loan
Shopping
Made
Easy!

$1,000,000

(7.83 APR)
* 6.75% 15-YE FIXED CONFORMING LOAN
(7.34 APR)
* 100% HOME EQUiTY LOANS!!
For more details, please contact

Marci Strange
Mortgage Specialist
(415) 359-9633
Terms subject to change wihtout notice.
Broker, California Department of Real Estate

Ahource
YOUR REAL ESTATE FINANCE COMPANY

xed
Adjustablell
Points..A.P.IL?

closing Costs???
Aaath!

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

To their credit the Retirement Sys- tion 104.
The Tax Court sided with the IRS.
tem took a contrary position stating
that special provisions in the SF Mabry lost as did all occupationally
Charter and Administrative Code disabled police and fire fighters in
denote all these payments as in lieu the City of Oakland. However, these
ofworkers compensation benefits and public safety officers formed the Oakshould therefore, in their entirety, be land Disabled Police and Firefighters
excludable from gross income in the Association for the purpose of resame manner that workers compen- sponding, as a group, to the IRS. This
sation benefits are excludable from Association hired the respected and
effective SF law firm of Tierney,
gross income.
Walden
and Watson (tax specialists)
The SF Retirement System is to
to
represent
their collective interests
submit an authoritative position pabefore
the
Tax
Court and federal
per to the Oakland IRS office which
courts.
350
disabled
police and
will then request "technical advise"
from the head office in Washington, firefighters have now asserted a "de
DC. The SF Retirement System will facto" class action which will press
remain under technical reporting its case in the Tax Court. The Assoreview until the head office issues an ciationis seeking to reverse the Mabry
decision. The Association is commitopinion.
ted to pursue its position into the
federal courts if necessary.
Mabry V. Commissioner
In 1985 the Tax Court issued a
decision (50 T.C.M. 335) involving an SF Disabled Police And Fire
Oakland firefighter who had been Association
There are presently over 1320poawarded an industrial disability relice
officers, firefighters, and their
tirement for a heart trouble injury.
surviving
spouses who are receiving
The Tax Court held that payments
monthly
industrial
disability retirereceived by a previously disabled
ment
benefits
from
the Retirement
firefighter upon reaching normal retirement status were fully taxable. System of the City and County of San
The Court reasoned that Ted Mabry Francisco. All have a vital interest in
was no longer paid purely on the the outcome of the Mabry case, the
basis of his disability, but started to Lewis Glaeser case (disabled SF
receive new and different payments firefighter), and the position of the SF
based on his age and years of service Retirement System (non-taxability of
industrial disability and death penas a fire fighter.
Firefighter Mabry was awarded an sions).
Like their Oakland brethren, disindustrial disability retirement by
the Oakland Police and Fire Retire- abled police officers and firefighters
ment Board effective July 1, 1960. have formed an association to proHe began receiving a retirement al- tect and assert their substantial inlowance equal to 75% of his pay. He terests in tax advantaged pensions.
continued to receive this benefit un- Over 500 have now joined the San
til he attained the age of 55 at which Francisco Police and Fire Disability
time he became eligible for a regular Defense League. The League was orservice retirement. His benefit was ganized by Anthony Sacco (retired
then recomputed and the allowance SFFD), Robert Bergeron (retired
was reduced from 75% to 50% of his SFFD) and Jesse Brown (retired
SFPD). The Defense League is officed
final compensation.
Before the Tax Court, Mabry ar- in Santa Rosa (P.O. Box 4584, Santa
gued, in contending for continuing Rosa,CA 95402.
The Defense League has also renontaxabiity, that the change in retained
the law firm ofTierney, Walden,
tirement benefits made by the City of
Oakland was simply a change in and Watson to provide legal assiscomputing the amount of his pay- tance to its members regarding the
ment and had nothing to do with the tax status of their disability pennature of the payment which re- sions/death in line of duty benefits.
Given the aggressive position of
mained, as always, a retirement payment on account of his industrial the Internal Revenue Service at its
disability. The IRS contended that a August 18, 1995 meeting with the SF
change in both the nature and Retirement System staff, I would urge
amount of payment took place. The all disability retirees to join the DeService said that Mabry's original fense League. Further information
payments were based solely on dis- about the activities of the SF Police
ability, and without reference to age and Fire Disability Defense League
or years of service; whereas the sub- can be obtained from Anthony Sacco
sequent payments were based on age (415-587-1871), Bob Bergeron (707and length of service rendering them 538-2681), orJesse Brown (415-488ineligible for exclusion under Sec- 1343).

Specializing in workers'
compensation, employment
discrimination, personal injury
and retirement
for public employees.
100 Van Ness Avenue • 19th Floor
San Francisco, California 94102
415 • 431 '5310

(—)

117 "J" Street • Suite 301
Sacramento, California 95814
916 • 443 • 2284

Representing the community
for over thirty years.
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Who Set Jessie Washington Up
With The NAACP, And Why?
by Ray Shine, Co. K

After San Francisco narcotics officer Jessie Washington accidentally
shot and killed a suspected drug
dealer in the Oceanview Playground
a flurry of inquiries, probes and investigations were set into motion.
This was AmericanJustice, San Francisco style, responding in all its bothered redundancies to the inevitable,
media-driven search for Truth.
And Truth did surface, if not a
preconceived version of it, rising
above the common, rhetoric-laden
political tides of various interest
groups. It surfaced quickly in the
wake of a unique personal meeting
held between the distressed officer
and a representative of the NAACP.
Even more unusual was the fact that
this meeting occurred even before
the officer had spoken to homicide
investigators. Really a confession
more than an explanation, this meeting will prove to be a premier event in
the annals of the San Francisco police-community relations and serves
as a notable example of the outstanding calibre of command level
officers that still exist in the police
department.
The novelty of the idea - indeed,
the sheer audacity of it - that a
distraught, guilt-ridden police officer
might actually sit face-to-face with a
representative of the NAACP and recount to that person in his own terrifying words his killing of a black
man was both a brilliant community
relations move as well as a respectful
display of fraternal compassion.
Credit for the idea goes to Captains
Tim Hettrich and Greg Corrales, two
of this department's more creative
leaders. Also credit the signing off on
the idea by Chief Ribera and POA
Vice President Gary Delagnes. Collectively, their bold and innovative
approach surely headed off major
community unrest, routine suspicion of police cover-ups, and a fine
officer's undue demoralization.
Yet there are those who believe

that this was not such a good idea,
that a dangerous precedent was set,
that we are now embarked on an
irreversible course of needless public scrutiny that mayjeopardize officers involved in similar incidents in
the future. Over time or under different circumstances these fears may
prove well founded. But ifyou are not
the man adrift in the eye of the present
storm, do not rush too quickly into
judgement.
Jessie Washington is that man.
Perhaps one of the most genuine
people to ever pin a seven-pointed
star on his chest, he is also a man
who unabashedly wears his heart on
his sleeve. He is a man devoted to his
community, for reasons at once lofty
and ideal, as well as intensely personal. Amoral man. Aman of conviction and faith. A man who, when he
buried his mother just last year, lost
the most loved and influential person in his life and was left utterly
alone with his own agony. Even
though he remained surrounded by
friends and comrades, he was alone,
lost on a tumultuous inner sea of
remorse and guilt.
Give that same man - that same
floundering, drowning man - an
opportunity to refloat his spirit, a
chance to talk, to unburden himself
to an honest ear, to confess his transgression to a kindred soul, and then
ask of a precedent thus set: Was the
price too dear?
For his commanding officers and
his confidants to have suggested to
Jessie at that vulnerable time that he
might wish to tell his story to the
NAACP showed a keen sense of empathy and compassion for his needs
and well-being. Despite all the racial
implications, the developing community reactions, the looming legaljeopardy that existed, they rose to their
duty and to the needs of their fellow
officer in like manner: diligently; considerately; and, most importantly, in
unity.
I salute their commitment and insightful courage.

Corporate Protection Professionals

CPP Investigations & Security, Inc.

Right Here
In River City
by Bill Hemby,
COPS Legislative
Advocate
Willie Brown Jr. As Mayor?

epending on the outcome of
the November elections, San
D Francisco may have its first
black mayor, and a return to the
"strong" mayor system.
If Willie Brown Jr. is elected mayor
of San Francisco, you can look forward to a stimulating four years.
Having worked at, or near, the State
Capitol for the past 19 years - 15 of
which, the Assembly was under the
leadership of Willie Brown Jr., I can
say the man is indeed "interesting,
provocative and highly seasoned."
My involvement with Willie Brown
Jr. was one of a lobbyist who from
time to time would have to approach
him asking for favors. Never did he
turn me or my organization down. It
was never "I'll think about it" like I
get from many other politicians, it
was "What do you guys want?" In
almost every case, we got what we
wanted.
Willie Brown Jr., if elected, will
bring back to San Francisco a strong,
determined, skilled and able leader.
No Board of Supervisors will be able
to control or upstage him. He will not
brook interference from his Board of
Supervisors. Those who work with
him will advance in political circles,
those who do not, will find themselves out in left field.
The man is vain, articulate and
flashy, but under that, you will find
a canny, intelligent leader who can
mediate and facilitate better than

STEVE

any other person I know.
Willie Brown Jr. is no saint. If he
finds it in his best interests to go
along with the opposition, then you
will lose out. But, with those losses
will also come gains. He will use
smoke and mirrors and whatever he
must to get the job done.
In the areas of civil rights and
community relations, be prepared
for some criticisms and changes. Be
prepared for San Francisco's first
black police chief. He or she may
come from outside the Department.
Regardless of the outcome of affirmative action in the rest of the state,
it will grow and flourish in San Francisco. Look for a move to bring more
San Francisco Police Officers back to
living within San Francisco.
The officers of the POA must be
prepared to work with him - you
cannot be his enemy and expect to
win gains for your constituents. You
will find Willie Brown Jr. to be a
strong no-nonsense leader. You will
not be able to play games with him.
If you have a legitimate gripe and are
straightforward, he will go to bat for
you, if you screw him around, watch
out. I have found Willie Brown Jr. to
be a man of integrity, but upon occasion, when all the cards are against
you, be prepared to lose and be gracious. You can always come back
later on.
The members of the POA overwhelmingly endorsed his candidacy,
so for good or bad, you better be
prepared to go along for the ride.
That ride may have its ups and downs,
but I promise you, it will be exciting
- and at the end, I believe you will
score many more gains than losses.

4"6,

Earl LaCross

(415) 621-0542
Fax (415) 431-4440
SF ELEVATOR
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1450 15th Street
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Police Officers $2550/hour
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Part-time positions available throughout the Bay Area.

We're more than just a great
College Prep...
"The family spirit at AR/IS goes beyond the
classroom or the playing field. You take it with you
no matter where you go."
Emilio Acevedo
Archbishop Riordan High School '95
Stanford University "99

ARCHBISHOP RIORDAN HIGH SCHOOL
Educating Young Men for the 21st Century
OPEN HOUSE
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December 3, 1995 1 p.m.
For information or a visit please call:
Admissions Office - (415) 586-1256
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Offering: Special Weekend Packages
Starting at $129
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Cafe 222
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Willie Brown Discusses the Tax Advantage...
Take Advantage
Million Man March
Assemblyman and Candidate for principle that I have lived by and by Duane Collins, Tax Consultant
Mayor Willie Brown discussed his intend to live by.
Thanks to the excellent series of
"It would be impossible for me to
views on the Million Man March on
real
estate articles by Marc! Strange,
the steps of Raoul Wallenberg High separate those words from the March
there
seems to be a renewed interest
School before giving a lesson Civil itself, and therefore I cannot support
in
real
estate ownership. I continuRights to a civics class of 31 stu- the March.
ally
receive
questions about the tax
"Moreover, if unity and solidarity
dents.
Regarding the March, Mr. Brown are truly being pursued, then there advantages of home ownership and
cannot be any exclusion of women, of the advantages of rental property.
said:
"I am not participating in the Mil- gays and lesbians, of persons of dif- Without getting too technical, I will
ferent religions, or of persons of dif- try to answer some of the most comlion Man March.
monly asked questions.
"While I support the concept of ferent races.
"My life has been about building
promoting pride and self-empowerment in the African American com- coalitions to promote unity among Principal Residence
When you buy your own home, it
munity, I vehemently object to the all people. I choose to express these
racist and sexist comments uttered beliefs today through teaching, be- is usually with the intent of living
by the leader of this March. I believe cause education has been key to my there. Under tax law, this is your
principal residence and, because of
that such views are against every own fight for equality."
this, there are some rules that apply
only to this purchase. When you buy
merous awards, including:
your
own home, after making the
• PORAC's 55th Annual Conferdown
payment, you will have to borence Award (California Peace Offic(Continued From Page 1)
row
the
bulk of the purchase price
ers' Association)
from
your
credit union or some other
• Man of Principle Award, in recogAssembly since 1964, and speaker of
financial
institution.
The interest you
that legislative body since 1980, he is nition of leadership, friendship and
pay
on
this
loan,
called
a mortgage,
generally credited with having been dedication from the California State
is
tax
deductible
against
your insignificantly or primarily responsible Police
• Most Effective Freshman Legis- come. Let's use a $200,000 home as
for legislation which:
• brought more business into the lator, Capitol Press Corps, Sacra- an example. If you put 10% ($20,000)
down, you will need to borrow
state by creating the California World mento
• Special Service Award, in recog- $180,000 to complete the deal. If you
Trade Commission to help generate
newjobs and create a greater market nition of legislative achievement on pay 7% interest on the loan, you
for California Trade (AB 1723, 1983) behalf of California's handicapped would have $12,600 in interest write
• helped property owners to pro- citizens, California Association of the off against your income for the year
(7% X 180,000 = 12,600). If you
tect themselves against earthquakes. Physically Handicapped, Inc.
This bill (AB 1001, 1992) authorized
• Legislator of the Year, California earned $50,000 the year of the purchase, you would only be taxed on
counties to issue bonds providing Applicants Attorneys Association
$37,400 (50,000 - 12,600 = 37,400).
•
Recognition
Award,
for
contribulow interest loans for seismic upAlong with the mortgage interest,
grading
tions to the health field, John Hale
you
can also deduct the property
• secured funding for San Fran- Medical Society, Inc.
taxes
on your home from your in• RecognitionAward, for outstandcisco schools by creating the first
come.
Property taxes are generally
local sales tax in California to sup- ing contribution in education on be1.2%
of
the purchase price of the
port public education (SB 482, 1991) half of disadvantaged youth, Califorhome.
(1.2%X200,000
= 2,400) This
• strengthened financial aid pro- nia Association of Compensatory
$2,400
is
deducted
from
your regrams by revising how CaiGrant (stu- Education
maining
income
(37,400
2,400 =
dent financial aid) funds are allo• Human Rights Award, "Thank
35,000).
cated among the state's five higher you, Willie Brown for your couraWhen you borrow the money for
education segments and distributed geous six-year struggle to enact into
your
mortgage you will more than
among eligible student applicants law the Consenting Adults Bill" (AB
(AB 2227, 1993)
489), Gay Rights Chapter, ACLU, Los likely be charged points on the loan.
A point is 1% of the amount bor• created "Pass-to-Play" policy Angeles
which established a minimum "C"
• Appreciation Award, for legisla- rowed, and a fee of 2 points is stanaverage for students in grades 7 tive service on behalf of California's dard for this area. If certain requirethrough 12 as a requirement for stu- young children, California Associa- ments are met at the time of purchase, you can write off the points
dents who participate in extracur- tion for the Education of Young
ricular activities (AB 2613, 1986)
• Outstanding Leadership Award, further reducing your taxable in• supported local police officers by National Alliance of Black School come (2%X 180,000=3,600) (35,000
- 3,600 = 31,400).
writing legislation to assure local Educators
As you can see, in the first year of
governments throughout California
• President's Distinguished Serthat public safety funding levels will viceAward, in recognition of his out- purchasing your home you have lowbe maintained (AB 2788, 1994)
standing service to his community, ered your taxable income from
• equipped the Highway Patrol with his state, and his nation, San Fran- $50,000 to $31,400 through a reduction of$ 18,600 and a tax savings
safety and protective equipment (AB cisco State University
4329, 1976)
We have made an excellent choice of $5,222. That's tax advantage,
This is a very small sampling of in endorsing Willie Brown for Mayor. meaning $5,222 in your pocket, not
Willie Brown's legislative record, a He is clearly the most qualified per- the IRS'sl
record which has earned him nu- son for this very difficult job.
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Vacation Home

One often over-looked area of tax
savings is second or vacation home.

The rules covering mortgage interest
and property taxes are the same for
a second home as for your principal
residence. Points are not deductible
on a second home. You do not have to
own 100% of the property to take
advantage of the tax write off. Many
families pool their resources and buy
a family summer home at the lake or
in the mountains. This can be done
with Mom and Dad, Brother, Sister,
or your children; you don't have to be
related. You can do it with friends,
neighbors or radio car partners. Many
people think they cannot afford a
second home. When you factor in the
tax advantage, you maybe surprised
how affordable a second home can
be.
Rental Property

Much has been written about the
tax write offs associated with rental
property. As in the two examples
above, with rental or income property you can also write-off the mortgage interest and property taxes. With
rental property there is the added
advantage of depreciation. How does
depreciation work? Depreciation is
the write-off allowed for wear and
tear on a business' assets. With rental
property, depreciation is the cost of
the "improvements". If you buy a
$300,000 residential rental duplex,
you can depreciate the improvements, i.e. cost, less land value
(300,00 - 100,000 lot value). You can
not depreciate the cost of the land.
You now have improvements valued
at $200,000 which the I.R.S. allows
you to write off over 27.5 years
(200,000 divided by 27.5 = 7,272).
So, in addition to mortgage interest
and property taxes, you get to write
off $7,272 in depreciation every year,
plus, you can write off any expenses
associated with the property: management fees, insurance, utilities,
repairs, etc. That's tax advantage!
A word of caution, when you get
into second homes and rental properties, you run a very high audit risk
and the rules become quite complex.
Anyone contemplating these types of
investments should contact a tax
professional before buying. You need
to keep good records and have a
professional as a buffer because you
will be audited the first year these
depreciable assets appear on your
tax return. Don't be afraid to take
advantage of these tax advantages just be careful!!
Duane Collins is a tax professional
serving active and retired police officers and their families since 1983.
He can be reached at COLLINS TAX
CONSULTING (1-800-400-9054).
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Union News
Scholarship Winner
by Phil Dito

Alter careful consideration, the
SFPOA Community Services Committee has selected Dana Bisordi to
receive first place in this year's SFPOA
Scholarship contest. Dana is enrolled
at Santa Clara University this fall.
The contest is open to all graduating high school seniors of the SFPOA
members, active, retired or deceased.
The Scholarship is funded through
the efforts of our annual Golf Tournament. Here is Dana's winning essay. The question asked was, "What
is the most serious negative influ- Dana Bisordi
ence confronting young people todia. Everyday, graphic and vioday?"
lent images are flashed across
Congratulations to Dana and her
the television screen, depicting
father, Sgt. John Bisordi, of Adminhorrors occurring across the
istration.
world.
In the meantime, a majorIn today's intense society,
ity
of
films
released in theaters
young adults must face many
show
similar
violence, but that
pressures and obstacles while
which
is
seen
a
"cool" and heroic.
trying to achieve their goals. The
By
the
time
a
child sees the
negative influences come from a
evening
news,
he
is immune to
variety of outside sources, the
the
suffering,
because
he's seen it
most prevalent being the diminall before, in so-called entertainishing importance of family valment. He cannot differentiate beues and support throughout retween fact and fiction, and when
cent decades.
he does learn the difference, it no
As we move closer to the
longer affects him. It is a scary
Twenty-First Century, it seems
situation in which so manyyouths
that the amount of importance
are desensitized to the problems
we, as a society, place on family is
of the world around them.
decreasing. With the common
There is no absolute method to
occurrences of single-parent famieliminate negative influences from
lies, a majority of which are
society, but there are ways to get
headed by working women, young
around them. With the help of
adults often do not have stable
those who are eager and willing to
role models to depend on. Bework with disadvantaged chilcause there may not be a father
dren, or those from troubled famipresent, and because the mother
lies, there may be a way to enmust work, children are often left
courage education rather than
home, unsupervised. Their expoviolence.
If young people undersure to drug or gang-related instand
that
there are more options
fluences maybe unrestricted, and
available
to
them the other, they
therefore likely to become involved
might
choose
a more rewarding
in an unhealthy environment.
path.
I
just
finished
reading a
Also the instances of domestic
book
about
two
young
Africanviolence occurring in households
American
boys
growing
up in the
is high. Witnessing violence in
South
Side
of
Chicago.
They
lived
the home reinforces children's
in
the
projects,
dodging
gunfire
beliefs that it is a normal part of
and gang wars daily. Often, their
life. Instead of seeking help from
mother didn't have enough food
a trusted adult, young adults feel
for
her five children living with
their only option is to run away,
her.
Despite the odds being drasjoin a gang, or resort to drug use
tically
stacked against them, both
in order to escape the troubles at
boys
did
relatively well in school
home. Unfortunately, the proband
later
attended private schools
lem is very common and widein
order
for
them to flourish. The
spread. Many young adults do
book's
author,
who followed them
not feel as if there is anyone in
around
in
their
daily lives for
their lives whom they can trust.
three
years,
attributes
the boys'
Positive reinforcement and supsuccess
to
their
mother's
support start from childhood, in the
port.
She
always
believed
in
her
home. If this crucial part is lacksons,
and
drilled
into
their
heads
ing in a child's life from the beginthat they would go somewhere. A
ning, then the child may be more
story like this is enough to conprone to the negative aspects of
vince
me that there's hope for
society and its pressures.
young
adults who are struggling,
Another major influence on the
and
positive
influences do exist.
structure of the family is the me-

Last month, the POA petitioned
the California Supreme Court for review of the Court of Appeal's August
decision that Proposition D makes
police and firefighter retirement benefits nonnegotiable and nonarbitrable. (The impact of this decision, if
allowed to stand, would be that a
new Charter amendment would be
needed to improve the retirement
and death benefits of "Tier Two" police and firefighters - all those hired
since November 1976. As you also
know all too well, the retirement benefits of San Francisco's Tier Two police are the worst of any sizablejurisdiction in the state.) The high Court
had vacated an earlier Court of Appeal decision that had reached the
same conclusion, but on remand the
same appellate court panel issued
an opinion that was practically identical to its earlier decision.
Not only has the City opposed a
second round of review by the California Supreme Court; the City Attorney has gone on to propose that if
the Court does again accept the case
for review, it should also examine an
additional question. This question,
according to the City Attorney, is
whether binding interest arbitration
either is prohibited under the state's
Meyers-Milias-Brown Act (the basic
state law governing collective bargaining and employee representation in local government) or constitutes an "unconstitutional delegation of legislative [i.e., the Board of
Supervisors'] power" to a body that
supposedly has no accountability to
the Board.
To begin with, the suggestion that
binding interest arbitration specifically authorized by a city charter
could be unlawful under either the
MMBA or the state's Constitution is
simply and clearly wrong. The California Supreme Court under Justice
Tobriner disposed of such contentions more than twenty years ago, in
its Fire Fighters Union v. City of
Vallejo decision of 1974. By now, the
high courts of a number of other
states have similarly rejected suggestions that binding interest arbitration amounted to an unconstitutional delegation of legislative power.

But what is especially offensive
about the City Attorney's argument
is that - since under Proposition D
interest arbitrators would not have
the final say over changes in retirement benefits, as spelled out above
- the current case does not even
involve binding interest arbitration.
As a result, the POA's retirement
benefits lawsuit is not an appropriate case for analyzing the legality of
binding interest arbitration even if
that were still an open question, because courts are not supposed to
decide "abstract questions." Moreover, the City Attorney is well aware
of this: the POA has pointed this out
several times in earlier rounds of this
case. The City Attorney is simply
reaching to attack an important tool
for California public employees, and
she knows exactly what she is doing.
Courtney explained: "Her office is
asking the California Supreme Court,
now dominated by Republican appointees generally regarded as more
inclined than their predecessors to
roll back employee rights, to overturn long standing precedent upholding the validity of interest arbitration. She isn't asking the Court to
apply the law, she's inviting it to
change the law, something it has
been all too inclined to do."
The POA has submitted to the
California Supreme Court a strong
legal argument against granting review of the City's "question", in which
we contend the Court should determine that it is completely inappropriate to consider the validity of binding interest arbitration in this case.
But that should not be the end of the
matter. We need to make a point of
letting other labor organizations know
that San Francisco's City Attorney is
not only hostile to police and
firefighters: she is grossly insensitive
to the needs of public employee
unions and has allowed her office to
go out of its way tojeopardize fundamental labor interests throughout
the state. Why the City Attorney of
San Francisco chooses to go on record
as opposing interest arbitration, the
only fair alternative to public employee strikes, is anybody's guess;
but her efforts to turn back the tide
of over twenty years of progress in
labor relations will not go unnoticed.
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by Gino Marionetti & Mike Sugrue
The History And Organization Of
The Apostleship Of The Sea
Part II
by Gino Marionetti

he passing of Monsignor Matthew Connolly occurred inApril
T of 1979. The Reverend Archbishop John Quinn chose the parish
priest at Saint Rita in Fairfax, Father
John Heaney. A man of class, honor
and dignity. A perfect choice to continue the work at The House That
Matt Built.
Father John Heaney was also appointed the Catholic police chaplain
by Chief Thomas Cahill that year.
Sunday mass was held in the chapel.
Father Heaney's reputation and
popularity grew as the parishioners
grew in number. Faces that were
once strangers became familiar,
friendships developed and we became a family. His sermons were
meaningful and amusing. Alter mass
the parishioners would gather in a
spacious room where they were
served orangejuice, coffee and snails.
A memorable evening occurred on
November 18, 1988. A celebration
was in order for the Apostleship of
the Sea being in existence for a quarter of a century. A benefit dinner in
the memory of and honoring Monsignor Matthew F. Connolly, "The

House that Matt Built." Dignitaries
throughout the city attended. The
Reverend Archbishop John Quinn
congratulated Father John Heaney
and his staff on the completion of 25
years in 'The House That Matt Built",
that beautiful home away from home
for needy merchant seamen stands
as a living memorial to your predecessor, Monsignor Matthew Connolly,
and as a constant reminder of the
church's concern for his seafaring
Sons and daughters. Archbishop
Quinn extended his wishes for many
more years of success in extending
the hand of Christ's charity to those
in need.
There was a Proclamation by Mayor
Art Agnos of our city. It read as
Whereas: San Francisco is proud to
recognize and celebrate the 25th
anniversary of its famed Apostleship
of the Sea, founded and nurtured by
famed Monsignor Matt (Big Red)
Connolly to answer and serve the
spiritual and material needs of San
Francisco merchant seamen.
Whereas: This quarter century of
caring and compassionate service to
San Francisco merchant seamen,
their families, and our community of
all San Franciscans. Therefore, Be it
Resolved, MayorArtAgnos do hereby
in recognition of its 25th Anniversary and record of leadership and
community service proclaim Novem-

POST

I and II. The American Legion Overseas Graves Decoration Trust pays
for flags and other decorations to be
nel were exposed to atomic radiation placed at these graves.
without their knowledge. Now, five
Family members planning to visit
decades later, after many ex-military an overseas gravesite should contact
developed cancer that they and their the American Battle Monuments
families say was caused by exposure Commission, Room 5127, Pulaski
to radiation, they are fighting for Building, 20 Massachusetts Ave. NW,
compensation from the government. Washington, D.C. 20314-0001.
Starting in 1988, Congress passed
A coalition of more than 50 veterthree laws heralded as major steps to ans groups is organizing "The Nation's
aid ailing veterans, providing ben- parade," to be held on Veterans Day,
efits to "atomic veterans" and their 11 November. The Defense Departwidows. The problem, veterans say, ment has designated the parade as a
is that the laws are so restrictive that closing event in America's commemofew qualify. The government esti- ration of the 50th anniversary of the
mates that 200,000 U.S. soldiers were end of WWII. The parade "will honor
exposed to radiation in nuclear tests, all those who served their country in
where some pilots were ordered to fly the armed forces and also those who
through mushroom clouds to deter- toiled in factories, mines, farms, and
mine how much radiation their shipyards to ensure our final victory
planes, and their bodies, could with- in 1945," said a statement from the
stand. As of April, 1994, 15,818 vet- United War Veterans Council of New
erans and survivors had filed claims York.
for compensation. The VA granted
Please make a serious attempt to
benefits in only 414 cases, according attend a Post meeting. Post 456 meets
to figures provided to Congress byVA on the second Tuesday of every
Secretary Jesse Brown.
month. Meetings are at the POA
Widows, parents, siblings, chil- Building, 510 Seventh Street. Meetdren and guardians of deceased vet- ings start at 1800 hours. At the conerans buried in permanent Ameri- elusion of business refreshments are
can overseas gravesites may apply served.
for a no-fee passport to visit the
Question: How many lawyersjokes
gravesite or tablet commemorating a are there?
veteran killed in action. There are 24
Answer: Only three. The balance
overseas cemeteries providing a final are documented case histories.
resting place for more than 100,000
Americans killed during World Wars
Semper F!, Jack.
(Continued From Page 2)

MR. VACUUM

(415) 206-9062 Open M-Sat 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
3378 24th St., San Francisco, CA 94110
Sell new and used vacuum cleaners
Parts Repairs Rebuilding Guaranteed
We service parts & repair
Sewing Machines, Vacuum Cleaners, Carpet Cleaners
We rent: Carpet Cleaners, Vacuum Cleaners

Patrick Tam
PATRICK

Ti

SEWING INC.

151-155 10th Street, San Francisco, CA 94103
Tel: (415) 861-3888 • (415) 861-2978

ber 18, 1988 as Apostleship of the
Sea Day in San Francisco.
FatherJohn Heaney expressed his
feeling that memorable evening by
using the phrase that life it seems is
full of "tradeoffs." As traditions fade
in the past, new ones always seem to
develop and become as strong and
lasting as those they replace. Such a
"tradeoff" took place on the night of
September 5, 1962 and the following
day September 7 on Friday, September 6, 1992 Saint Mary's Cathedral
was completely destroyed by fire.
But on the day following the destruction of the repository of so many
beautiful memories the present assembly of the Apostleship of the Sea
was officially dedicated and began
immediately to produce moments and
events which in turn have begun the
stuff of which tradition is made. We
call it "The House that Matt Built."
This was the dream of Monsignor
Matt Connolly and it became a reality not only because of the generosity
of the citizens of San Francisco, but
because of the remarkable show of
solidarity by many of the local unions
whose members donated thousands
of hours of volunteer work. Father
Heaney knew of no other incident in
San Francisco history when labor
and management came together so
harmoniously. The Apostleship from
virtually every port In the world where
merchant seamen have been able to
find food and shelter when times
were hard andjobs were scarce. Seafaring men of every race and creed
found here a friendly port. A place to
wait out economic storms before returning to the sea. The list of members of our support groups whose
generosity has matched that of the
original builder read like "Who's Who
of San Francisco and we are glad to
have you members this evening as
we honor "The House That Matt
Built." Father Heaney continued the
fine work of the Monsignor Connolly.
It did not go unnoticed as the good
Father was given the title of Monsignor John Heaney.
A newspaper article appeared one
gloomy afternoon informing the

Apostleship of the Sea that it was
going to close its doors. It was a sad
Sunday morning. The parishioners
were up in arms, committees were
formed. Plans went into effect. Ron
and Paul Schneider who grew up
with Monsignor informed the congregation that Father Heaney had
sustained a stroke and was taken to
the hospital. They returned to inform
the parishioners that the stroke had
caused impairment to the
Monsignor's vision and speech. Surgery was performed on his carotid
artery, (main artery that sends blood
to the brain). The good Lord was on
his side as he has fully recovered.
One Sunday as he walked into the
chapel he was greeted with an overwhelming applause. He apologized
for the growth of beard but it was
wonderful sight to hear him read
from the bible without any hesitation. Monsignor Heaney informed us
of a meeting he had attended. The
good news was that he would continue to live at the Apostleship of the
Sea for the next two and a half years
at which time he will be eligible to
retire.
Sunday Mass will continue at the
Apostleship of the Sea until his retirement. What will happen after that
is not known at this time. We can
continue our prayers so that merchant seamen can be taken care of in
their hour of need. We can ask our
Divine Lord and Savior Jesus Christ
who calmed the waves to look with
favor on our endeavor. Pray that all
men of the sea, like Peter, Andrew,
James and John, Christ's chosen
ones, will live their lives at sea and
ashore according to His Holy Will.
Plead for the powerful intercession of
his mother. The Blessed Virgin Mary,
Mother of God, Patroness of seamen,
under the beautiful title, "Star OfThe
Sea."
Pray for the blessing of God on the
amazing Apostleship of the Sea, a
noble world with the happy Maxim:
"Give, and it shall be given to you...."
(St. Luke 7.38)
To be continued.

Retirement Dinner
Honoring
INSPECTOR MIKE MULLANE
INSPECTOR ED KENNEY
"A COUPLE OF OLD HOMICIDE DICKS"
When: THURSDAY, November 9, 1995
6:00 pm - No Host Bar
7:30 pm - Dinner
Where: SAN FRANCISCO ITALIAN-ATHLETIC CLUB
1630 Stockton at Union
(Couples Welcome)
V

Cost:

$35.00 per person, includes dinner, wine,
tax, tip and gift.

Ow CONTACTS:
ARMAND GORDON, Horn ................. x925 1
BOB HLJEGLE, S.I.B. .......................... x9 141
WHITEY GUINTHER, HOM ................ x91 19
FRED MOLLAT, S.I.B. ......................... xl 403
FELIX THIEU, S.I.B. ............................ x9084
MIKE KOPPEL, D.A. ........................... xl 800
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THE MEMBERS SPEAK

Yes, We Have No Morale, Do You?

Less Qualified Minorities
Appointed as Provisionals?
by Tom Feledy, Ingleside Station
How many of you have read section
10C of the Consent Decree?
For months, I've been discussing apparent discrimination in the provisional
appointments. Then, a few weeks ago, I
called the POA's law offices to ask about
the Chief's provisional selections, and
the perception that less qualified officers
were being promoted because they belonged to a minority group or were
women.
The reply was that not only were less
qualified appointments allowed - they
were required by the language of the
Consent Decree.
After I recovered my breath, I was
read Section 10C of the Consent Decree, which states:
"Nonpermanent Appointments: In
the absence of civil service eligible lists,
future nonpermanent appointments from
the next lower rank in the uniformed
force shall be based on experience (which
may include seniority), demonstrated performance, and potential to fulfill the requirements of the position to which the
appointee will be assigned but shall be
made without regard to seniority as a
sole criterion and, consistent with the
foregoing, reasonable efforts shall be
made to give leadership experience to
minorities and women."
I was told that the Department interprets the last phrase to mean that the
Chief must purposely select less-qualified minorities and women to give them
experience and a better shot at the real
promotional exam to come. And, I was
told that the POA will no longer contest
this issue.
Instead, I was reminded of the POA's
recent victory getting the Department to
agree to future provisional appointments
by seniority. Unfortunately, it's a hollow
victory, because they also agreed to keep
all appointments consistent with the Consent Decree - which takes us back to
section bC.
Section 1 OC is to be implemented by
setting aside a certain number of appointments for minorities, and then within
each minority group, appoint on the basis of seniority. Thus, a certain percentage of new sergeants would be asian, a

Now, if you can get away from all that,
more power to you. A good gig is a good
Making noises from the bottom of the gig. Relax and laugh all the way to the
pit doesn't do much of anything, but it's a bank, and kiss all the suckers goodbye.
healthy exercise, and who knows, some- If you get into these specialized units,
one may be listening. I'm glad more and that's okay. We luv you baby, you're still
more people are making noises even one of us. Don't go a-changin', you still
when they're put up to ridicule. Like me look familiar, but we just don't see you
with my previous peccadillo, Steve Ratto anymore. You've become a stealth
touched a sore spot. If not, then what for bomber. If you need to whine back, smile
all the squawking? And like me, the when you do it. The gripe is against those
squawking was overkill. Satire only works who make it happen. When the results of
if there is some semblance of truth. I what they do lowers morale, they find the
guarantee it. So here's more noises from need to cheer-lead. They come around
the pit. Not a day goes by it seems the stations with lots of rah-rah-rah, shishwithout a new police unit being intro- boom bah, wham-bam-thank-youduced to the public, fanfare and all. Task ma'am, then they leave. We'd rather
force this, task force that, housing this, hear a rap song from the boys in the
housing that, community this, commu- hood.
How about telling us that specialized
nity that, gang this, gang that, rapid deunits
are there to relieve us from reployment this, rapid deployment that.
sponding
alone to dangerous housing
The U.S. Army had fewer divisions durprojects.
Or
that these units will alleviate
ing the invasion of Normandy. But of
the
problem
of responding to calls of
course, these units look good on the
neighborhood
drug dealings only to have
organization chart. A string of little boxes
the
thugs
behave
as choirboys at the
that looks like grandma's charm bracesight
of
a
black
and
white. Lacking the
let. Where do all these people come
luxury
of
time
and
resources,
the radio
from? Surely, not from the bloated staff
car
is
sent
to
another
run,
the
activity
of all the field marshals around. No, they
resumes,
and
the
citizen
callers
do a
come from the stations where the numslow
burn.
.
We
want
to
be
told
that
relief
bers get smaller but the workload gets
heavier. Working at the stations used to is in sight from these unrelenting calls
be easy, but now as more responsibili- and not 'Deja vu' all over again. We want
ties devolve downward, one has to be a to be told that there is a purpose for
traffic accident expert, a family counse- creating new units and that they will be
lor, a psychiatrist, a preacher, a referee, around and be seen. Since we have to
a neighborhood guru, a Samson and a account for what we do, show us the
Solomon all in one, a computer hacker, a effect of what they do. If there is none,
medicine man, and a decipherer of po- disband or replace. I asked one of them
lice policies written by gnomes who what do they do when they're not arrestwouldn't recognize a bad guy from Mr. ing criminals. He said they train and they
Magoo. And oh, yeah, write them tags train and they train. Station people can't
and tow them cars. Since you have to be be spared for training. Station people
always available, better have your ears can't even get a day off, station people
pinned to the radio. Just to eat, you have even lose the days off they earn. For
to ask permission. Your sergeants cap training, their sergeants toss them packon you when you take too long for a run. ets written by the gnomes and they are
When you make an arrest, usually alone told to read or else. If they are lucky, they
and after a fight with back-up coming get film at eleven .... back to you, Bob.
Next time there is an indication of low
late, you have to explain it thoroughly
morale,
spare us the jive, Clyde. If it's the
before getting It approved. You have to
same
snake
oil as always, we just roll our
account for all your activities daily and
eyes
and
turn
to each other and say...
tally them up to the minute each month.
Another brilliant idea brought to you from "Houston, we have a problem." Yeah,
the gnomes who no longer do what you beam us back to Earth, Scotty.
do.
by John Sterling

certain percentage black, a certain percentage women, etc. And there will
undoubtably be candidates who don't
get appointed even though they are more
qualified, because their racial or gender
quota has been filled.
Perhaps the reason you weren't aware
of this is that the POA bulletin describing
this "victory" uses only vague references
to 'the provisions of the Consent Decree". The term "set-aside" is not used at
all.
Although the POA is no longer willing
to fight the Consent Decree - or the
Department's implementation of section
1 OC - don't tune out just yet.
Recently, the US Supreme Court ruled
set-asides to be illegal, and the Justice
Department is now reviewing it's affirmative action programs to see if they comply with the new Supreme Court ruling. In
California, there will soon be a ballot
initiative to eliminate "affirmative action"
quotas, preferences, and set-asides, and
of course, the UC Regents recently voted
to eliminate these same factors in student admissions.
In spite of the increasing public debate, none of the POA board members
I've talked to want you to focus on
affirmitive action and the Consent Decree. Although they know that the majority of the POA members do not support
the Consent Decree or the practices of
quotas and set-asides, they remain unwilling to publicize this because they fear
being it would divide the Association and
earn it a racist label.
Perhaps because of this "head in the
sand" attitude, we now apparently have
at least some less qualified sergeants
serving the public and supervising our
officers, to further the racial and gender
goals of the City - and if the "juice"
rumors are true - to further the political
and personal agenda of the Chief.
Too bad he insists on keeping all the
provisional ratings secret. We'll never
know which provisionals were "Qualified" and which were not - leading to
endless speculation, and further racial
and gender divisiveness within the Department.
Do you still think 'affirmative action"
works?

Lucrative Discounts to all POA Members

The opinions expressed on these
pages are solely those of the author.
They do not reflect the official views or
policies of the SFPQA.

Maloney Security, Inc.
Trade Show & Convention Specialists

Sur-RAIn Motont
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC CAR SPECIALISTS
AUTO REPAIR & BODY WORK
TOWING • AUTO SALES
Tel: (415) 512-1200
645 Bryant Street
Fax: (415) 546-7065
San Francisco, CA 94107

a Dial Corp Company

Maloney Security uses Off Duty Police and
Retired Police Officers for armed positions.
For More Information Please Call Warren,
President of the 80th Recruit Class SFPD Academy

1055 Laurel Street, San Carlos, CA 94070
(415) 593-0163
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David A. Hardbarger
President &
General Manager

Exhibitgroup Inc.
San Francisco Division
41480 Boyce Road
Fremont, California 94538-3113
(510) 440-8300 (510) 440-1444 Facsimile

Children's & Adults' Sportswear
Custom Made 1-Shirts
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Stephen Cornell
1552 Polk Street, San Francisco, CA 94109
Phone 673-8900 • Fax 753-2669

S-D 18, Inc.
First Choice
107 Jefferson Street
San Francisco, CA 94133
415/928-3762
Fax 415/928-0240
M.C. Sewell David Sewell
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fficer Kevin Dempsey re-
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centlybecame anewdad and,
O even though he preferred to
have the opportunity to stay at home
and enjoy the beauty of his newborn
daughter, Corinne Michelle, who was
only a few days old, he also realized
he had an obligation to both his

..Lin'ziz
Lingerie and Bodywear for Men and Women
*Bras, Bustieres, Teddys, Corsets, Dazzling Dresses
Full Figured & Hard to Find Sizes Available
10% Off With Purchase Of $50 or more

1850 Union Street, #1
San Francisco, California 94123
(415) 776-6900
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690 Brannan Street
at the San Francisco Flower Mart

AL GRAF '.
BAIL BONDS
"The Bondsman With A Heart"
Call Al Graf or
Bob or Geri Campana

W
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369-7117

859 Bryant St. • San Francisco 94103

Daly City: 952-1669
Redwood City: 368-7117
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Fax 415/647-7766
(800) 233-0782
Manuel 0. Lavrador
Vice President
Manager
Warehouses: Montebello, Salt Lake City,
Berkeley, San Francisco, Dry Kilns, Edinburgh, IN
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the rest of the Tactical Division team
of which he was a member.
This was an especially important
time for the members of Headquarters Company, since they had been
assigned to an enforcement program
targeting the neighborhoods where
strongarm robberies were taking
place.
Officer Dempsey and his partner
Officer Zogralos were briefed on the
latest statistics and target areas and
proceeded to their plainclothes assignment, which happened to be in
the Western Addition. Both officers,
veterans of many years with our department, simultaneously keyed on
an individual who was making it
pretty obvious that he was looking
for a victim. So, Kevin and Dino
separated as planned utilizing surveillance techniques that only partners who know each other better
than family can understand.
Officer Dempsey managed to follow the suspect on foot as Officer
Zografos provided mobile cover. The
suspect slipped around the corner of
Fell and Gough and, when Kevin
turned the same corner, he saw the
suspect across the street from his
position, pummeling a woman to the
ground with his fists. The suspect
then grabbed the woman's purse,
and continued to kick her while she
was on the pavement. Kevin rushed
to the woman's aid, calling for backup. The suspect turned and saw
Kevin coming up on him. Kevin identified himself as a police officer, and
the suspect turned and ran. Just
when Kevin came within reach of the
suspect, the coward turned and faced
off on Kevin. Kevin grabbed at the
suspect's arms to take him under
control, and the suspect expertly
reached under the right side of Officer Dempsey's open flannel shirt
and grabbed his gun. Kevin heard
his holster unsnap as he immediately grabbed the suspects hands.
The suspect started screaming at
Kevin, "I've got your gun. I'm going to

_^ ^
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Autohaus San Francisco, Inc.
(Independent Mercedes-Benz)

Mercedes-Benz

642 O'Farrell Street
San Francisco, CA 94109

1Nc'S

(415) 8852600

kill you!". The struggle for control of
the weapon went to the ground and
then between two parked cars. Kevin,
a Tactical Division entry team member, was in excellent physical shape
but was getting a little apprehensive
trying to control a 200 lb suspect.
Especially because he was trapped
on the ground between two parked
cars, making it even more difficult for
responding units to find him. The
woman victim was lying on the pavement across from the struggle, unconscious. A male subject, next to
her in a wheelchair, could only call
for help (Kevin later found out that
this was the victim's boyfriend). It
was at this point that the suspect
managed to fire the gun that the two
were struggling over. The round narrowly missed Officer Dempsey's spine
and went through his shirt. Only
moments later, Sgt. David Pollett
arrived along with Kevin's partner,
Officer Zografos, and the suspect
was restrained.
I had the opportunity to speak to
Officer Dempsey a few days after his
encounter, and I can't help but wonder how much his will to survive was
influenced by his love for his newborn daughter. Then again, I think
he may have had some extra help
from someone very special, since the
last person who happened to arrest
this very same suspect for the very
same crime was - Officer James
Guelif (Officer James Guelif was

:

Te
by Steve Johnson

for the officers in the Potrero District to be the targets of gunfire
since, unfortunately, an overabundance of narcotic dealing and other
gang activity takes place routinely
in the neighborhood. So the officers and, just as bad, the residents,
have to somehow manage to survive their own close encounters.)

This particular incident was different, however, since the bullets fired
at the officers actually struck their
police car. I saw the pictures of the
damage, and, while one of the rounds
skimmed off the roof of their vehicle,
the other bullet drove squarely into
the passenger side door. Officer
Harrell was in the passenger seat
and was extremely fortunate. The
killed in the line of duty on No- bullet meant to kill him was instead
vember 14, 1994, at Pine and blocked by the car's frame. Officer
Franklin Streets. Jim was shot by Peele managed to maneuver their
• heavily armed suspect who held vehicle to a point of safety, but in the
• large contingent of officers at Potrero, for police officers, very little
bay for several hours until he was is safe.
finally killed. Officer Guelff was
married and had two young children.)

I still don't understand why the
City representatives who are negotiating our contract renewal fail to
Just about the same time Officer understand the need to provide for
Dempsey was fighting for his life in an equitable retirement plan for the
the Northern Police District, Officer families who will be left behind the
Troy Peele and Officer Frank next time a police officer is killed in
Harrell, recently assigned to the the line of duty. And, unfortunately,
Potrero Police District, teamed up as our friends at City Hall know that it
partners. Frankwas planning to leave will happen again.
the single life and get man-led while
Troy was already busy raising his
Officer Jim Escobar and Officer
three children ages 9, 3, and 2. The Pam Wanek were coming up on gunofficers were driving in the area of shots in the area of 18th/Mission
Connecticut and Dakota Streets streets arid, as they turned the corwhen they heard gunshots fired in ner from 18th onto Mission, there
their direction. (It's nothing unusual was the shooter who still had the gun
in his gloved hand. But Jim and Pam
were too quick for him to react. Just
like a deer in the headlights, the
ç DESIGN
q1
shooter froze and ended up staring at
the officers' guns, complying with
every request Pam and Jim made.
(Gang members now wear a glove on
their shooting hand to eliminate
prints and powder residue.)
MARINI SLAVIK BENHAM
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2725 MENDOCINO AVENUE
SANTA ROSA, CALIFORNIA 95403
Fax 707/573-5022

FOR SALE (PRINCIPALS ONLY)
HEY LOOK AT THIS!
Three bedroom, two bath 2,000+ sq. ft. custom ranch house on 160 acres in the hills of Forestville.
Huge patio with stone fireplace and bar-b-que pit and heated pool capable of handling 30 to 40
guests - includes all patio and pool furniture and equipment. Main house includes long list of
furnishings.
YOU AIN'T HEARD NOTH'N YET! LISTEN TO THIS!
Also included:
2 horses, 5 stall horse barn w/hay storage, separate workshop, bunk house, tack room with all
equipment, riding arena, 2 guest houses, cattle pen & chute, 4x4 Ford Ranger, maintained road
system, equipment building, fenced and cross-fenced, satellite dish. The wildlife include deer and
turkey.
Perfect setup for fraternal groups; recreational, hunting, fishing, hiking, horseback riding, seminars,
communing with nature, getting off the "Fast Track" and relaxing. You name it!
Asking only $1,150,000.00
Call Ed Browne for more information and pictures. Direct line: 707/579-2969.

5 THIRD ST. SUITE 1125
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103-3212 USA

Boundaries?? What boundaries?
Sgt. Ed Callejas and Officer Jay
Dowke, Tactical Division, re-

sponded to a bank robbery the other
day and managed to track the suspects all the way to Redwood City.

TEL 415.541.7750

FAX 415.541.9380

OINational Guardian
Evacuation Systems' Burglar Alarms • Card Access
Fire Alarms • CCTV
LARRY POTT Sales Manager
AGO 1951, Ca. State Contractors Lie. #474397
1011 Sneath Lane, San Bruno, CA 94066 • (415) 634-9000 • (800) 669-5454
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watching a crowd of over 400 people
on one block when a fire broke out at
one of the food booths. It quickly
spread to adj olning arts/crafts tables,
working its way into an inferno from
which the officers had to calmly move
the throng of people who wanted to
stay and watch. Suddenly, a huge
explosion rang out as a propane tank
blew up, the resulting fire setting
other propane tanks off. A large cast
metal grating was blown up onto a
nearby roof by the force of the blast.
Although the officers were initially
knocked down and hit by flying debris, they managed to maintain fire
lines and safely evacuated the crowd
from the area. Only 3 vendors received minor burns, thanks to the
actions of the officers present.
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Unfortunately, because of the distance involved and radio transmisOfficer Tim Louie, Mission Stasion limitations, the officers lost ra- tion, went searching for three susdio contact after a certain point and pects who were reported to have been
were all on their own when the sus- brandishing a weapon while driving
pects rammed their car into the offic- near Mission High School. Didn't take
ers' vehicle. A foot chase followed Tim long to locate the 3 suspects,
with Ed and Jay calling out to by- still in the car, and, with the assisstanders to phone the police. But tance of other police back-ups, the
they never did need the extra back- suspects and loaded weapon were all
up as they captured both suspects taken into custody.
and recovered all the money stolen.
Robbery suspects entered the Selix
Tuxedo Store in the Taraval at 4:30
p.m. the other day armed with an
assault rifle and shotgun and proceeded to rob the employees and a
customer. The suspects escaped in a
van, and, in their eagerness to get
away, they committed a few traffic
violations. Officer John Flaherty, a
solo motorcycle unit, conducted a
traffic stop on the van after he noticed that the driver failed to stop for
a red light. (Officer Flaherty was not
aware of the earlier broadcast describing the vanand just prior to his
stopping the van several suspects
left the vehicle. As far as John knew,
he just had an errant driver to deal
with.) Fortunately, Officer John
Anton and Officer Jerry King responded to back-up Officer Flaherty.
When the driver was removed they
discovered all the stolen money, tuxedos, and the assault rifle and
shotgun ... both loaded! If Anton and
King had not shown up when John
stopped the van, with all that weaponry available to the driver, who
knows what might have happened.
Meanwhile, Officer Gregory Dare
and Officer Renota Martinez found
a second suspect in the immediate
area of the traffic stop who was later
identified as the one wielding the
shotgun during the robbery.

Sgt. Joe Garrity, Officer Andrew O'Mahoney, Officer Rickey
Terrell, Officer Ben Vigil, and Officer Richard Quesada from Northern Station, were in charge of monitoring the activities at the Polk Street
Arts and Blues Fair, an annual event
that draws thousands of people to
our City. It was already hot enough
(96 plus degrees) as the officers were

Sgt. Lou Perez, Officer
E.DelCarlo, Officer Mike
Androvich, Officer J. Etcheveste,
Officer Pat Tobin, and Officer Y.
Grajeda from Ingleside Station, were
investigating the possibility of a gang
shooting planned to take place somewhere in the area of Highland and
Mission Streets. The officers, through
the assistance of a helpful and very
observant citizen, managed to locate
the suspects' vehicle and found inside it, a loaded MAC II assault
weapon. The suspects were taken
into custody, also charged with possession of a large quantity of narcotics that they were preparing for sale.

District. Lieutenant Kevin Cashman
and Officer Mark Laherty were close
by and took up a position at 14th!
Valencia Streets. The suspect drove
right where Kevin and Mark figured
and, after he failed to negotiate a
turn, he hit a parked vehicle. He left
his damaged ride and started running. The suspect was carrying a
small black satchel with him, but he
didn't get very far with the three
officers closing in and he was soon in
custody.
A search of the black satchel revealed a fully-loaded, .380 Sig Sauer
(with 2 extra clips). When the officers Inventoried the suspect's vehicle, they found a high-powered
rifle, with scope, mounted on a
tripod.
When you make 80 felony arrests,
seize 6 loaded guns, and book over
$50,000.00 in cash in one night you
would think it had to be from a
narcotics search and arrest warrant
service operation... not necessarily.
It was about 1:30 a.m.when Sgt. Ed
Dullea, Sgt. Steve Bosshard, Officer Dan Cunningham, Officer
Clifford Cook, Officer Robert Hart
and Officer Richard Struckman
assisted the members of our city's
Animal Control unit in their investigation of a South of Market warehouse where all of the above contraband and suspects were taken into
custody while attending an illegal pit
bull fight.
This event was touted as one of the
largest ever championship pit bull
fights to take place in San Francisco.
There was no doubt, considering the
number of arrests and cash recovered, that the officers interrupted a
major illegal operation. (Real sportsmen, these gamblers. They let the
dogs fight to their deaths and then
just stacked their bodies in a vacant room.)

Officer George Cima was parked
on his motorcycle in the area of 6th!
Harrison monitoring the busy intersection for traffic violators when an
individual driving a Volkswagen van
failed to stop for the red light and
continued through the intersection,
southbound on Harrison Street. Officer Cima attempted to make a traffic stop at 7th/Harrison, but the van
took off. Officer Cima was now in
pursuit heading towards the Mission

**********
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Built-in Alarm System
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• Flexible Appointment Times
• Free On-Site Parking
• 24-hour Report Turnaround
• Liens Accepted
• Accept most major insurances/HMO's
• Taxi Service Available

• Osteoporosis Screening
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• Shorter Scan Times
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Mr. Al Trigueiro, President
SFPOA
510 Seventh Street
San Francisco, California 94103

LYONS

Chris Smiley,
General Manager
690 Van Ness Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94102
415/202-2002

BriCo, LTD.
3134 Geary Blvd.
San Francisco, CA 94118
387-0664 or 1-800-350-0164

Custom Computer Solutions

For Hardware and Software
Networks & Connectivity
Data Recovery
Your PC Consultants

EARLY CALIFORNIA
4ftiLie O h on ctVo,
ELECTRICAL, GALVANIZED, ETC.
• Electrical Gates
Store Fronts.
• Galvanized Iron
Balconies.
• Window Grilles
Spiro Stairways.
• Hand Railings
1877 Oakdale Ave.
San Francisco 94124
Call 647-1254

i4Y

V. Aldaz, Business Owner

Anthony J Michaels, President
.

Overlooking the Bay, On Fisherman's Wharf

245 Jefferson Street, San Francisco, CA 94133
(415) 673-2266

Statement of Ownership, Management, and Circulation
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Dear Mr. Trigueiro:
Thank you for your generous
cash donation for the Justice for
Murder Victims Golf Tournament.
Your continued support is greatly
appreciated. As a Hole Sponsor you
will have your name and association posted at one of our holes
along the golf course. You will also
receive special recognition in our
tournament program and in our
monthly newsletter to our membership. On behalf of Mike and Harriet
Salarno and the Justice for Murder
Victims Golf Committee, thank you
again.
Sincerely,
Michael Daly
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Dear Friends:
On behalf of the men and
women of the U.S. Secret Service, I
would like to extend my thanks for
your generous contribution to the
Oklahoma City Field Office Relief
Fund.
I am sure you will be pleased to
know that the families of the
victims have already received
checks from the Fund to assist
them with their expenses. It has
been a tragic time for these families and for our agency. We are
grateful for your kind support.
Sincerely,
Eljay B. Bowron
Director, United States Secret
Service
Department of Treasury
SFPOA
510 Seventh Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
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Dear Editor,
LETTERS
My personal compliments to the
significantly with the costs of
P.O.A. and their support for Jessie
attending Santa Clara University
Washington. As a chaplain for the
this year. It was an honor to be
department, I am very concerned
Dear Al.
that we be supportive of each other chosen by your committee and I
I wanted to thank you and the
appreciate the opportunities this
while serving a community which
POA for your help during my
wants to scrutinize our every move. award will give me.
recent bout with the City over
Sincerely,
The tragedy at Oceanview Park
repayment of the non-withheld
Dana R. Bisordi
merely reflects the desperate state
Medicare tax. The City has agreed
to which our neighborhoods have
to repayment at $35.00 per pay
SFPOA
descended and the good people of
period. I am still upset with the
510 Seventh Street
San Francisco need to know that
Controller's Office because they
San Francisco, California 94103
the City's finest include officers of
still have not answered my questhe quality of Jessie Washington.
tion regarding how the repayment
Dear Friends,
The P.O.A.'s support sends a
amount of $60.00 per pay period
I would like to take this opportuwas calculated. The $35.00 per pay positive message to our department members that no matter how nity to thank you for your generous
period appeared to be an offer by
and heartfelt gift to the Schiff
intense the media's pressure,
the City as a way to make the
family in memory of their daughter,
A.C.L.U.
inspection
/
uninformed
situation go away rather than
Crystin. It is gratifying to know
criticism,
etc.,
we
will
back
our
trying to justify their original
that
so many of you responded to
people and support them for doing
request. However, upon advice
the job they have been sworn to do. the Schiffs in their time of loss. It
from Vince Courtney, I accepted
is ironic that such a sad occasion
My complements as well to the
$35.00 amount.
T.I.R.T. and Msgr. Heaney for their makes me aware of the depth of
Thank you again for you supwarmth, compassion and support
port. The negotiation definitely got
rapid response on the day of the
incident.
of all those around me.
easier when the POA got into the
I am honored to be associated
Once again, please accept my
picture.
sincere thanks.
Sincerely yours, with people the quality found in
Very warmly yours,
Jones K. Wong the S.F.P.D.
Sincerely,
Joaquin Santos, Captain
Rev. Mike Ryan
Mission Police Station
b.
Police Chaplain
Al Trigueiro, President
SFPOA
SFPOA
PAUL M. GISLER General Contractor
510
Seventh
Street
510 Seventh Street
415) 6612255
Cal.#674612
San Francisco, California 94103
San Francisco, California 94103

RESTAURANTS, INC.
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Dear Mr. Al Trigueiro and Scholarship Committee,
I would like to thank you for
selecting me as a recipient for one
of your financial awards. The
scholarship means a great deal to
my family and me, and it will help

Dear Al:
Just thought you would like to
know, Senate Bill 282, by Senator
Petris couldn't muster the votes to
pass the Senate, so he made it a 2year bill. It can be taken up again
next January.
Prognosis: if Republicans gain a
few more Senate Seats, and a
Republican majority in the Senate,
we can kiss all labor bills goodbye.
Even now, Conservative Republican Senator Rob Hurtt has taken
over as minority leader and has
vowed no labor bills will ever get
out of the Senate.
Look for a rocky time of it for the
next few years—unless that is,
Democrats get back the majority.
See you in the trenches.
Fraternally,
Bill Hemby
Editor
The Notebook
510 Seventh Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
Re: 'Getting Benched" by Steve
Balma
Editor:
The recent opinion column by
Steve Balma merits a spirited
defense by those of us who work
with police officers day in and day
out towards one common goal: to
ensure that criminals are brought
to justice.
Steve Balma writes in his column, "Well, I'm writing this article
because I haven't been completely
fair to the DA's office, and I want to
publicly apologize." He should have
stopped there. But he didn't.
Those of us who spend our
careers with the Office of the
District Attorney work with a
tremendous group of San Francisco police officers. In working
with those officers, we share the
frustrations of dealing with certain
judges, we share the misery of
dealing with criminal defense
attorneys who have far different
views of the criminal justice sys-
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of prosecutors works hard at the
tasks, and our records of convictions is high. Additionally, we get
convictions and we will use our
tern, we share the grief of watching discretion with some marijuana
some San Francisco juries reach
cases. It is also important to note,
their not guilty and often wrong
that prosecutors have an ethical
conclusions, and we share the
obligation under the law to not
demands of certain members of the charge cases when the search is
press who cut us up with little
bad or the case cannot be proved
opportunity to respond.
beyond a reasonable doubt. These
But we believe that our hard
tenets of the law are beyond the
work, our perseverance and our
issues of simple probable cases to
unified approach to making the
arrest.
streets safe serves the community
We speak with the same comwell.
munity groups and leaders that
We also know that there are
Balma says he does, and we deal
differences between probable cause with the same frustrations. But
to arrest and conviction beyond a
our frustration can be more diffireasonable doubt. We know and
cult because the standard of proof
believe that the vast majority of
is higher for a prosecution than an
police officers understand those
arrest.
concepts. There is no hidden
Our approach to the community
motivation in the Office of the
should be unified. It is not approDistrict Attorney to discharge cases priate for police officers, however
because of some strange motivawell-intentioned, to be giving a
tion of "reluctance or refusal" as
legal discourse to community
Balma writes in his recent
members, just as prosecutors
The decision to discharge a case, should not be waxing eloquent
whether a narcotics case or not, is
about police matters they may not
always a difficult one. But it is
know about. If Balma has attained
based upon a number of factors
his law degree and has a number
that relate to the successful prosof jury trial convictions under his
belt, we could reconsider.
ecution of the case, not the arrest
of a suspect.
We are in this together. If any
It is ludicrous to take cases to
officer has a question about a
preliminary hearing or to trial that discharge, we will discuss it in a
will not see the light of day due to
professional manner. Let's work
together—we are on the same
a bad search or lack of corroboration. If that was our posture, there team.
Very truly yours,
would be no court rooms available
Donna Lee
for the difficult and good cases that
Assistant District Attorney
are filed every day. Furthermore,
Chief Narcotics Unit
our office is always open to discuss
any case with any officer on the
Mr. Al Trigueiro, President
merits which we do numerous
SFPOA
times a day.
510 Seventh Street
What is particularly galling
San Francisco, California 94103
about Balma's article is the fact
that as complimentary members of
the criminal justice system, we
Dear Mr. Trigueiro:
don't publicize the failings of police
officers and their cases. He critiRe: BURNS, Steven C-20341
This will acknowledge your letter
cizes our office for suggesting that
corroboration is needed for convic- to the Board of Prison Terms
tions in certain cases, he suggests
(Board) regarding Steven Burns.
The Board is required by statute
that all marijuana cases should go
to conduct parole consideration
to jury trial, and he says that the
hearings for persons serving a life
standard of proof for a trial is that
the elements of the crime are met
sentence with the possibility of
and there is "sufficient" evidence
parole. As it must consider the
(wrong).
comments of all persons concerned
with
the granting or denial of
Let's say hypothetically that
Balma is correct in his asserparole to a prisoner, I am forwarding your correspondence to the
tions, (which he factually is not),
institution for staff review and
do you hear prosecutors writing
referral to the next Board panel
articles about the fact that many
that will hear this case on October
cases are not appropriate for
17, 1995.
preliminary hearing or a trial
Please be assured that your
because officers wrote lousy police
reports without the elements of the comments will be given every
consideration.
crime present, that officers conSincerely,
ducted questionable searches
James W. Nielsen
under the Constitution, that
Chairman
requests were made for further
cc: Classification and Parole
investigation to make a case and
Representative
we never hear from the officer
California Medical Facility
again, that a simple interview of
the defendant at arrest should
have been done but wasn't, that
the officer blew a case by not
showing up in Court, that an
officer's testimony contradicts his
or her police report or any other
number of errors that are made by
police officers, and therefore a
prosecution was lost.
NO, you don't see that from our
GOLDEN PAGODA
office and you won't. We don't like
Chao Chow Cuisine•
to discharge cases, but mistakes
are made by police officers. We
recognize that sometimes you get
the bad guy the next time.
960 Grant Ave. 2nd Floor
The prosecution of narcotics
San Francisco, CA 94108
cases in a liberal City like San
(415) 397-1411 • (415) 397-1414
Tel:
Francisco is tough. But my team
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The Honorable Pete Wilson
Governor, State of California
State Capitol, First Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814
AB 1355 (Knowles): Request for
Veto

Dear Governor Wilson:
The Service Employees International Union urges you to veto AB
1355 (Knowles) which would
reduce the immunity for child
welfare workers, juvenile court
judges, juvenile court social workers, peace officers and other mandated reporters of child abuse
(teachers, doctors, etc.)
The need for AB 1355 was
created based upon the faulty
assumption that child welfare
workers enjoy absolute immunity.
This is not accurate. Current case
law provides child welfare workers
with civil immunity on in the event
that they are engaging in quasiprosecutorial functions of the
court. This immunity is provided to
allow child welfare workers to
function on behalf of a child without the pressure of undue lawsuits.
AB 1355 is highly flawed and
poorly drafted. The bill fails to
provide any protections against the
filing of frivolous lawsuits. Thus,
leaving counties vulnerable to
burdensome costs of defending
unsubstantiated lawsuits. In
addition, the bill fails to provide
definitions for the terms "fabrication of evidence" or "exculpatory
evidence" within the context of
dependency law.
Proponents of AB 1355 argue
that the current system lacks
recourse for parties who believe
their legal rights have been injured. The current system does
provide adequate measures of
recourse, including: appealing to
the deciding juvenile court judge,
filing a complaint with the county
welfare department, suing the
county for negligent hiring and
supervision, or filing a motion for
recusal of a worker. There also
exists several means of discipline
for child protective workers who
act outside of their scope of duties,
including among others, bringing a
complaint before a county civil
service commission or the Board of
Behavioral Science Examiners.
Finally, this bill is extremely
dangerous to abused and neglected
children.
Again, we strongly urge you to
veto AB 1355.
Sincerely,
Michelle A. Castro
Legislative Advocate
cc: Assembly Member David Knowles
NARGIZIAN DESIGNS
Firearms Engraver
'y 1\

Hratch Nargizian
(415) 433-9645
760 Market St., Ste. 919
San Francisco, CA 94102
S.

•••

Limit Body Armor
Kurt Skarjune
Oak Park, Ml 48237
Dear Kurt:
You can count on the support of
the San Francisco Police Officers'
Association in your attempt for
passage of federal legislation
regulating the sale of body armor.
Unfortunately, until your letter, I
was unaware of the introduction of
legislation named on behalf of
Officer Guelff. This Association will
be contacting our representative,
Nancy Pelosi, for additional information regarding the legislation.
Once that is accomplished, letters
of support will be sent to all of
California's representatives. This
Association has a close working
relationship with Senator Dianne
Feinstein who, I know, will be
supportive when the legislation
reaches the other side of "The Hill".
This Association will also be in
contact with other police representative organizations to make them
aware and gather their support.
On behalf of our members and
the memory of Jim Guelff, thank
you for your work in making this
type of necessary legislation a
reality. Please call me should you
need further help.
Sincerely,
Al Trigueiro, President
SFPOA, SEIU Local 911
San Francisco Shopping Center,
Associates, L.P.
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U.S. POWER
SAN FRANCISCO Inc.
865 Market Street, Box A
San Francisco, California 94103
Telephone: 415/512-6776
Fax: 415/512-6770
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SUSHI BAR
Cocktail lounge

415/564-7800
1824 Irving Street at 19th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94122
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Please present your police or
retired police I.D.

Serving Delicious Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner All Day

: San Francisco: Market Street* • 1498 Market at Van Ness • 431-0600
Laurel Village* • 3490 California St., at Locust • 775-6699
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•
Mann: Terra Linda • Northgate Shopping Center • 479-9383
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Fellowship of
Christian
Peace Officers

Your
Assignment
by Daniel Hampton

as anyone told you lately that
your assignment is important,
H and helps in the smooth operation of the Department? If you
haven't been told this lately by your
boss, God sure has in the scriptures.
The functions they have given you to
perform no one else has been assigned to do, and many of these
functions are mandated by local,
state, or federal laws. So, if the Department has assigned you to perform a task that is necessary, and in
the performance of your job you attempt to do the very best to provide
service to others, as if you were serving Jesus Christ Our Lord, you are to
be commended and thanked by the
citizens of San Francisco, by the
Administration, and by the members
of the rank and file.
Now in the Department we are one
body. And within this body there are
different members of the body that
perform various functions. There are
the members of patrol who patrol the
streets, the first responder to critical
incidents, handle all calls from communications, investigates criminal
activity, and protects lives and property. There are members of special
operations who provide protection
and escort service for dignitaries,
provide assault teams (s.w.a.t.) at
critical incidents, provide squads for
crowd control during special events,
patrol high crime rate areas whether
on solo motorcycle, dirt bike, on
horse, or in undercover decoy assignments. There are members of
investigation who investigate assigned cases, gather evidence, secure and serve warrants, and present
evidence against criminals in court.
There are members of special investigations who suppress criminal activity involving narcotics, gang related activity, Muni, Housing, and
vice. There are members of administration who handle the budget, legal
matters, general orders and special
orders, information systems, telecommunications, crime statistics,
personnel, and police misconduct.
You can see the Department has
many members executing different
functions, but we all belong to one
body. Now, what if the members of
patrol said they didn't need the other
members of the Department. Who
would perform the following functions: train recruits and advanced
officers, provide range requalification,
lifting finger prints and evidence gath-

ering, administer a lie detector test,
background investigations,
rebookings and presenting cases in
court, gather crime statistics, bring
out barricades to special events, store
property for evidence in Property
Control, investigate suits against officers (about 800 cases per year),
investigate complaints against officers, provide psychiatric help to members, investigate OSHA complaints,
take care of the vehicles at the stations and at the Thomas J. Cahill
Hall of Justice, provide dignitary escort service, develop general orders
and rules and regulations, pick up
prisoners from other counties, monitor taxi cab violations, and etc... As
you can see the functions are endless but important for the smooth
operation of the Department. In the
New Testament iCorinthians, chapter 12 verses 12 to 31, it relates to
what I have just shared with you. In
the body there are many members
with different functions but all are
equally important and necessary to
the whole body. Another supportive
scripture is found in the Old Testament iSamuel, chapter 30 versus 1
to 31. It relates a battle which David
and his men fought against their
enemy the Amalekites. The
Amalekites made a raid on David's
camp while he and his warriors were
away and took captive all the women
and children. David and 600 warriors (the infantry) went in pursuit of
the enemy to rescue those kidnapped.
200 of the warriors became fatigued
and couldn't go on with David and
the 400. When David and the 400
warriors destroyed the enemy, rescued their wives and children and
took spoil or loot from the enemy it
says that wicked and worthless men
among the 400 who went with David
said, "Because they did not go with
us, we will not give them any of the
spoil we recovered, except to every
man his wife and children, that they
may lead them away and depart."
David's answer to this was, "For as
his share is who goes down to the
battle, so shall his share be who
stays by the baggage: they shall share
alike." David gave equal worth to
those who went into battle as well as
those who stayed behind to stay with
the baggage. Did you know in the
armed forces whether it be the Army,
Navy, Air Force, or Marines their
members have different functions
also? Some are in transportation,
telecommunications, logistics, infantry, special forces, intelligence, training, and administration. All these
functions or tasks intertwine in a
spirit of team work to fulfill the
department's objectives. Now why
did I write this article? This article is
to build up every man and woman
who works in the Police Department.
It's to give you thanks for a job well
done. Thank you for all your hard
work, keep up the good work. Amen.

Heritage Club Ball
presents dancing to

Pride and Joy!
benefiting
The San Francisco Recreation Center
ForThe Handicap

Friday, November 24, 1995
at

The Old Federal Reserve Building
located at the
Embarcadero Center
only 400 tickets will be sold
$80.00 per person, includes two hours open bar, buffet
Dinner served from 7 to 9 p.m.
with midnight munchies buffet
For more information & tickets contact
Steve Roche © Northern Station

Courtesy
Soccer, Rugby & Baseball
Equipment
Uniforms, Garment Printing,
Emroide,y, Trophies & Awards
731-0878
3129 Vincente Street, San Francisco

Friend

(between 42 & 43rd Ave.)

Dr. Christopher Amore, Chiropractor
Specializing in: . Neck, Lower Back Pain
Headache
Sports Injuries
Injuries resulting
from Accidents

Quality Care
S.F. City Insurance
Plans Accepted
Located 2 blocks from
Richmond Precinct

Call for Free Consultation!
Open Saturdays • Open until 7 p.m.
Blvd., bet. 8th & 9th Ave. • 751-BACK (2225)

4411

Clisham & Sortor
Attorneys at Law
Ghiradelli Square
900 North Point, Suite 300
San Francisco, CA 94109
(415) 775-1395

Specializing in the Representation of Peace Officers

•TM

Thousands of undercover Cops have spent their own cash
to get this on.!

NOW WITH QUICK RELEASE THUMB BREAK!
L&R hand holsters. Carry 2 guns! Fits
all Autos & most Revolvers. Shoulder
strap supports heavy guns. Carry high
or around Waist. Plush, medical quality
5" elastic, comfortable, cool. Exact lit
with VELCRO® closures, no straps or
zippers. Quick cross draw - gun "rots'
forward - faster than you think! Beige.
Wear with or w/o vest. Sizes: S26 - 32.
M32 -42, L42-52, XL52-62 plus
Highest quality workmanship. Made in
U.S.A.
THE SNEAKIEST HOLSTER EVER!
The original CONCEAL-IT"Secret GunBelt is the newest Best
Selling accessory. ONLY $32.00 + $4.00 S&H. California
add 8.25% sales tax, call:

The Belt Co.
4244 No. Maine Ave., Baldwin Park, CA 91706

Special SFPOA Price

1-800-442-3627

.

Mastercard,MSA. Dealers InvRed.

Pacific Heights Inn
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF 94123

•

PHONE 776-3310 1555 UNION STREET
800-523-1801

45 9Ic.f&ter Street
Sari Francisco, CA 94102

atnoit ?ottt
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The San Francisco Police Officers' Association wishes to thank the following people who so
generously contributed to the SFPD Canine Unit Trust Fund (partial listing)
Steve Adamy
Yolanda G. Allen

Debbie Fischer,
Ellis Brooks Leasing Inc.
Elizabeth G. Emmerson
Louise H. Fallon
Susan A. Ferreira
James & Margaret Finley
Herbert & Marilyn Fishbach
Patricia 0. Fitzgerald
Margaret M. Fltzmaurlce
Joan M. Flade
Patricia Flanagan
Louis & Mary Jane Fontana
Gerald E. Forquell
Dorothy M. Fosbeny
Jeff & Sharon Fowland
Robert & Margaret Freeman
John & Norma Friedlander
John & Barbara Friedman
Gudrun C. Fritz
Patricia M. Frost
Helen Gainey
Michelle Dell
A.J. Glambruni
Virginia R. Gibson
George Gilkison
Keren R. Goeschel
Stanley E. Hanson,
Golden Gate Kennel Club
Kathryn B. Goldsmith
Scott A. Gross
Nancy J. Guelzow
G.D. Guthrie & N.L. Guthrie
Sydia Haas
Mari C. Haber
Dorothee M. Haken, M.D.
Marjorie A. Hamilton
Marian E. Hanley
Gary Harman
Elizabeth K. Harris
Marian H. Hecker
William P. Held
Joby Henderson
Steve & Michelle Hetlinger
Samuel & Florience M. Hoch
Heidi M. Hofer
Velma Hoffman
Barbara Valencia Home
Diane J. Howard
Bruce R. Hughes
Carol C. Hull
Donna B. Hurowitz, DDS
Yukiji Barbara mo
Marilyn K. Jacobson
Janice L. Hardy,
Jan's Recovery Room
Henry H. & Elvera D. Jebe
Virginia C. Jeong
J. K. & Barbara L. Johnson
John & Meredith Johnson
M. Desmond & Joan Kelly
Sara A. Kelly
Thomas F. Kelly
Ronald & Norma Kennemer
George A. & Marie L. Kerwin

Jack Arata

Ben J. & Andrea Asaro
Marian Ruth Ayers
Ronald C. & Sally M. Ball
Rosemarie Banda
Gerald Bartlett Jr.
Ernest & Joan Bartlett-Mthollts
Donald & Barbara Bearss
Jean A. Behee
Sally-Ann Wapple Bemis
Gladys M. Bennett
Janet Berenson
Patricia Bergstresser
Toni C. Berman
Robert B. & Anne Bffllns
Paul L. Bishop
Joan Black
Terri A. Blackwell
Jean Blasdell
Rita Blasi
Gilda R. Blythe
Mark Borsuk
Joan M. Boyle
N.L. Bradshaw
Margie Brandon
James Braniff
Barbara J. Braun
John P. Breeden Jr.
Ruby S. Bretzfleld
Carol J. Bronson
Lillian E. Buckley
James F. & Ruth F. Byrne
Herb Caen
Ruth A. Camfield
Melvin J. Campbell
Marie C. Cairn
David A. Cardenas
Frances Monet Carter
Joseph Chapman
Connie J. Chartler
Marilyn M. Chin
Marilyn Chinn
Gamma L. Choy
Harvey Clare Auctioneers
Rita K. Coletto
Many Louise Collins
Dorothy E. Corvi
Frances M. Crawford
Jackie Crawford Jewelry, Gifts
Gordon Lee Crume
Edwin J. Dapello
Alta D. Davis
Jack Delsz
Jacqueline A Delfino
Thomas & Barbara DeMerritt
Betty Anne Dug
Jill E. DiNapoli
Jeanne F. Dodds
Roy H. & Mary A. Ekrom
Laura Jean Ellingsen
Lee Sullivan Elliot
Ann Ellis

Dr. Kim K. Kimble,
Kimble Chiropractic
Geri G. Klvlrahk
Marlene Kniveton
Marion S. Knowles
Barbara A. Kozlowski
Donald E. & Alice E. Kroll
Christine Kyrk
Louise L. LaBrash
Virginia B. Land
Donald P. Larkin
Linda Lee
Virginia Leishman
Robert & Arabella Levorsen
Nancy Payne Lewis
Elizabeth Limas
Wilfred W. & Maria C. Lin
Charlotte B. Lockner
Allan & Jane Low
Timothy J. Low
Stephen & Eileen Lucey
Ralph & Shirley Lynch
Stephen & Anna Mackuse
Helen Maisel
Patricia Maland
Viola F. Malde
Helen Marl
Eleanor P. Miller
Melanie Marks, State Farm
Marguerite J. Marohl
Kim Mason
Camille Mastri
Theresia Mathison
Mark T. & Colleen G. Mauro
John L. May
Andrew & Barbara McCarthy
S.M. McCool
J.H. & Dorothy McKenna
Jerry McKenna Jr.
Louise M. McKinley
Neil McLaughlin
Richard & Rosemarie McMichael
Marie Louise McNutt
Susan T. Lentz Med Group
R.J. & M. Menon
Helen L. Mills
W.J. & Jeanne M. Miloglav
Victor & June L. Minasian
William Minaslan
Janet K. Mischler
Ronni G. Mobell
Margaretha J. Mohr
George R. Monds
Ralph Carey Moore
Carol L. Morgan
Martin F. & Ruth J. Moser
Robert M. & Yukiko Nakano
Wolfgang & Erika Neuendorf
Gordon F. & Barbara Newell
Clarence & Starlyn Norris
Patricia Norris
Philip E. & Rita K. Nowlin
Norman H. & Hillevi A. Null
Arlene F. O'Brien
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2411 Ocean Avenue, #101
San Francisco, California 94127
Office Hours By Appointment
Telephone: 415/452-0123
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James & Barbara Stevens
Dennis B. Stevenson
Jack K. Stewart
Darrell L. Stripling
Roger M. Strohmeyer
Mary L. Stumpo
Hope J. Swift
Jon Tannehill
Ward & Virginia Tanzer
Jeanne Taylor
Stewart Taylor
Robert S. Thesman
Ruth E. Thierbach
William C. Thode
Frank & Nancy Thomas
John G. & Helen M. Thomas
Emile L. Thomas Jr.
Marianne Thompson
Steuart & Gerda Thomson
Richard M. & Kayo Tong
Thomas & Dorothy Toomey
Nancy L.Torelli
Carolynn M. Tusch
Judith Alper Udall
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Van Horn
Thomas W. VanLokeren
James R. Vargas
Joseph & Diane D. Vasica
Frank & Norma Vassallo
Victor & Linda Vitlin
Klaus R. Hilbert von Hagen
Norine R. Voun
Kenneth Wagner
Lourene F. Waldt
Ann M. Walraven
Morgan & Bertha Sue Ward
Jay Dee Wark
William & Kathleen Waters
Meredith J. Watts
Robert N. Weaver
Lilian S. Wegg
Marjorie Wellington
Kevin M. Werber
Fannie E. Werner
Eleanor Wight
Alice A. Wilkinson
E.M. & V.H. Williams
Elizabeth A. Williams
Dona Wilson
Mrs. Milton Wilson Jr.
Thelma Green Wiprut
Ben & Enid G. Withami
Frances B. Wolfe
Ann M. Woodard
Willima & Eleanor Woolard
William C. Yarbrough
Waltraud Yeomans
Debbie Yeung
Ida R. Yonge
Ronald F. & Karen Young
Hui C. Yuan
Lester Zeidman
Lilly Zerdelian

Accepting Delta Dental Plan
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Dennis M. O'Connor
Beatrice R. O'Keefe
Thomas B. O'Keefe
Audry I. Oliver
Jack L. & Irene M. Olson
Lynden & Charlotte Olstead
Mrs. Paul D. Orleman
F.W. & Rosemary Orsley
Elizabeth Palacin
Lorraine I. Palmer
Park Animal Hospital
Dorothy M. Pattrldge
Lee A. & Carrie R. Pereira
Joan Phelan
Norma B. Phelan
Betty Philibosian
M. Shenil & Lynda Phillips.
Marc A. Phillips
Warren & Sharon Phillips
Margaret J. Phoenix
Paul & Peggy Pitsenbarger
Joseph Y. Pon
Joseph & Kathleen Pottgieser
Ida Prasso
Susan Pruner
Donnalea Puckeylow
W.E. Raab
Ernest J. Raabe
Jenelle M. Rank
Robert & Betty Rasmussen
Neil E. & Florine L. Resico
Steve Reuss
Curtis H. Richards
Don & Dorothy Richardson
Nancy C. Richardson
Barbara Rieser
Douglas & Kristi Rigoni
Bonnie Robinson
Catherine E. Roy
Patricia Sagen
Frances J. Samaduroff
Mildred Sant
Martha L. Schifferli
Elaine Schippler
Edward Schnaars
Cecile J. Schreiber
Barbara A. Schwartz
Richard F. Scott
Patricia D. Scranton
Richard K. Seguine
William & Carole Self
Betty L. Sexton
Bonnie S. Shapiro
Josephine Ellen Shaw
Wilson & Frances Shields
Shirley P. Sichel
Ms. Sandra L. Simon
Maxwell & Marilyn Singer
Kenji A. Snow
Margaret A. Snow
Alan Snyder
William & Melanie Soo Hoo
Dorothy A. Speros
Aranka Stahl

Wife of Sgt. John Hallisy - Narcotics Bureau
etuw
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Residential Real Estate
(800) 943-5199 voice/pager
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Lilly Schmolke,

710 ac( J,ie
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Concord -- 4 bedroom, 2.5 bath, family room, formal
dining room, french doors, custom pool w/child safe
fence, spa and gazebo, beautifully landscaped!
$309,000
REDUCED!

5O. O

For your real estate needs in Alameda,
Contra Costa and Solano Counties
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rates/credits given to SFPD employees & families
(wife of John Schmolke, Central Station)

John M. Grubb Co. ' (510) 933-7100

PAL CORNER

PAL

For additional information,
phone PAL at 695-6935
FRANCIS
"The Program"

by Bob Twomey

The San Francisco PAL Hayes Valley/Western Addition Program continues to exceed all expectations. To
paraphrase a popular commercial,
the Program keeps growing and growing and growing and growing and
growing. .. At last report the San
Francisco PAL Viper Camp 95 was
winding down. Over 100 inner-city
children enjoyed activities including
basketball, soccer and computer
training during the 10-week summer break. While the initial focus
was to provide quality summer programming for Western Addition
youth, the long range goal was to
prepare the kids for participation in
existing fall soccer and basketball
leagues.
On opening day of the Viking Soccer League in early September, the
San Francisco PAL was able to field
five teams. The U 10 division has two
entries, l-IVV Venom coached by Dennis Brady and HVV Copperhead
coached by Kelly McCray Calentino.
Three teams participated in the U8
division: HVV Cobra (Dennis Brady),
HVV Diamondback (Bob Twomey)
and HVV Coraisnake (Robert Berry).
Early season blowouts by the Cobras
(8-0, 6-1) forced the U8 commissioner to move the team into a higher
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division. After 3 weeks of play, four of
the five Viper squads were 2-1 with
the exception of the Coraisnakes who
have yet to win a gam although they
have shown dramatic improvement
since their first game. The U6 HVV
Rattler (coached by Steve McDonald)
is not entered in league play but the
4 and 5-year-olds continue to practice on a weekly basis. Scrimmages
with U6 Viking League teams are
planned in October. A total of 70
Vipers are currently registered with
the California Youth Soccer Association. At the recent CYSA District I
meeting, Commissioner Cary Jones
allocated $3,000 to the San Francisco PAL Soccer Start Program to
offset some of the PAL's costs of
sponsoring this program. Continued
outreach efforts have detected more
children eager to participate in this
new Soccer Start Program. Early projections reflect a need to form additional teams for the Spring 1996 San
Francisco PAL soccer program.
On the Hoop front, 5 Hayes Valley/Western Addition Program teams
entered the San Francisco PAL Basketball Invitational League. Teams
include two 7th grade Viper squads
(boys coached by Marcus Stall and
girls coached by Bob Twomey), 6th
grade Vipers (coached by LorenMoye),
a 6th grade girls team from John
Muir School (coached by Barbara
Moore) and a 6th grade girls team

from Golden Gate School (coached
by Bob Twomey). The number of
rostered basketball players is 52
bringing the total fall participation
for the San Francisco PAL Hayes
Valley/Western Addition Program to
over 120 children.
If you would like to help and are
interested in volunteering, please
contact the S.F. PAL Office, 8 a.m. to
4 p.m., Monday through Friday at
(415) 695-6935.
PAL Cheerleading

The San Francisco PAL
Cheerleading Program is directed by
Sophie Isom with Tonia Woodson as
the assistant director.
Participants between the ages of 5
and 14 years of age are taught the
basic fundamentals of cheerleading
techniques. The program places an
emphasis on scholastics, citizenship
and sportsmanship. All participants
cheer for the San Francisco PALYouth
Football in the Pop Warner Junior
Football Conference. They participate in the Annual Redwood Empire
Conference Cheerleading competition
and have also been requested to participate in several community events.
This year there are 75 cheerleaders. For the first time the San Francisco PAL Youth Cheerleading Program has a male cheerleader. Nitty
Thomas is 13 years old. He has outstanding cheerleading techniques
and has added a great deal of spirit
and fun to the program.
On October 21, 1995, all participants are scheduled to participate in
the annual Redwood Empire Jr. Football Conference Annual Cheerleading
Competition in Ukiah, California. If
any of the squads place as first
through fourth place winners they
will have an opportunity to participate in the Regional and Invitational
Cheerleading Competition in Reno,

Nevada on November 24, 1995.
All coaches and assistant coaches
are committed to the youth of this
program. They all work full-time and
dedicate their time and effort to this
program after work hours and on the
weekends.
MASCOTS: Ages 5 to 7. Coached
by: (Head Coach) Regina Johnson,
Paulette Washington, and Clara
Johnson.
JR. PEEWEE: Ages 8 to9. Coached
by: (Head Coach) Sonya Francois
Hardy, Sheila Johnson-Hannah,
Lacrecia Logan, and Clara McDaniels.
PEE WEE: Ages 9 to 10. Coached
by: (Head Coach) Ava Garrick,
Francena Crenshaw, Lynn Collins,
Carol Oliver, and Tenille Singleton.
JR. MIDGETS: Ages 11 to 12.
Coached by: (Head Coach) Tonia
Woodson, Marilyn Jackson, and
Shamilah Ivory.
MIDGETS: Ages 13 to 14. Coached
by: (Head Coach) Sophia Isom,
Kathryn Branch, Tanisha Cooks, and
LaShonti Woods.
PAL Basketball

The San Francisco PAL Basketball
Invitational League kicked off on
October 5th with 106 teams. Boys
and girls in the 6th, 7th and 8th
grade play on Thursdays, Fridays
and Saturdays at All Hallows,
Buchanan YMCA, Columbia Park
Boys Club, Mission Recreation Center, Presidio Middle School, St.
John's, San Francisco Boys Club
(Keystone Club E.I.), and SOMA
(South of Market) gyms.
Officer Mark Ballard, Co. E., directs the program with help from
Kevin McInerney, Oscar Jimenez,
Kevin Murphy, Ron Sipiora, Ben
Henderson, Mike Jones, Sean Warren and Bob Twomey.
If you are interested in officiating,
please call the PAL office.

Serving the Bay Area Since 1916 - Under the Same Family Ownership

The
San Francisco Giants
would like to thank
the
S.F.P.O.A.
for all of their
hard work!

The Duggan Welch Family
Duggan's Funeral Service
(415) 431-4900
Traditional Funeral Services, Low Cost Cremations
Pre Planning, Insurance or Trust
Personal Service by Bill Welch or Steve Welch

3434 17th Street (across from the New Mission Police Station)
San Francisco, CA 94110

Courtesy
of a
Friend
WALLY MOONEY
serving your transportation needs

PURCHASE (or lease) ALL MAKES & models

JUSTBUYIT
MERIT LEASE CORP.
692 El Camino Real • San Bruno, CA 94066
BUSINESS: (415) 876-0180
DIRECT LINE: (415) 244-WALL'Y'
('anytime-answering machine)

Same "Cost Plus" system Wally's
been doing for the past 30 years!
New Car Financing Through Your Credit Union

I1:.
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The Loon's Nest Report

Lou Landini Wins Club Championship
by Ed Garcia, Co. E

On September 5th, the Loon's Nest
Golf Club held its 9th annual Club
Championship. Tournament threetor Glenn Mar searched for a course
that would put the Loons to the test
for our championship. Oakhurst
Country Club in Clayton was selected and it provided a true championship challenge.
The first flight played from the
"Black Tees", which provides 6,739
yards of rolling hills and a slope of
132. The 2nd flight and guest flight
used the "GoldTees", playing to 6,275
yards and a slope of 127. Clear skies
and temperatures in the middle 90's
greeted the Loons. As the Loons arrived, they received tournament towels and tee prizes, along with complimentary range balls prior to a shotgun start.
After the front nine was completed,
two players were sitting at four over
par. Lou Landini from the San Francisco District Attorney's Office and
Warren "The Big Bopper" Omholt
from Personnel were in a dead heat
at the turn. Bob McMillian from Robbery was two back at six over par, as
was defending club champion Mike
Renteria from T.T.F.
As players went into their second
nine, temperatures rose and the
greens got faster. On the 540 yard
12th hole, Landini picked up a birdie
and also posted four pars on the side
to finish the back with a 41. Omholt
had birdied the 2nd hole, which is

the course's number one handicap
hole. Landini finished at 81, two
strokes ahead of Omholt. Mike
Renteria picked up 3rd low gross
with an 85.
In first flight low net, Gordon Lum
took 1st place with a net 77. Jeff Dort
and Ed Garcia finished with net 78's.
Cards were matched from the number one handicap hole to break the
tie, giving Garcia 2nd and Dort 3rd
place. In second flight play, Northern
Station's Mike Dudoroff ran away
with low gross honors. Mike shot an
85 with sides of 43-42. Starting off on
the 9th hole, Mike finished his first
side at 5 over par. Dudoroff finished
six strokes ahead of 2nd place finisher Bob Voeth. Voeth shot a 91 to
finish one stroke ahead of 3rd place
finisher Mike Siebert of Park Station.
2nd flight low net winner was Gordon Lee. Gordon and Gary Maupin
finished with matching net 69's. The
tie breaker went to Lee. Lee picked
up birdies on the 7th and 11th holes
en route to his 1st place finish. Dan
Everson from General Works picked
up 3rd place with a net 72. In the
Guest Flight, a net 65 to take the
flight by a four stroke margin.
The first flight winner in the Long
Drive contest was Gary Lorin of Co.
E. Lorin, who recentlywon the Spring
Championship at Franklin Canyon,
ripped a 307 yard drive on hole number one. Al McCann of Co. Kwas the
second flight winner, as he drove his
ball 274 yards down the first fairway.
The "Closest to the Hole" winners

were Richmond Station's Charlie
Anzore and Ted Cordery of Redwood
City. Charlie had a shot stop 4'5"
from the pin on the 8th hole. Cordery
took the prize on the 13th hole with
a shot an even six feet from the pin.
The second place finishers on the
respective holes were Joe Allegro from
Park Station and Gary Maupin.
Alter the completion of play, the
Loon's were served a prime rib dinner on the clubhouse veranda. The
veranda overlooks the Clayton Valley and surrounding hills. This pro- Lou Landini, 1995 LNGC Club
vided a great setting for the dinner Champion
and awards ceremonies.
Our next tournament will be the
1995 Turkey Shot to be held in Nobookkeeping
vember. Watch your mail for addime
service
tional information.
Evy Pearce
155 Jackson St. #607 SF, CA 94111 398-3690

ESTABLISHED AND
Serving San Francisco and the Peninsula

FAENZI PLUMBING
"Over 30 Years Experience"
New Construction - Additions
Bob Faenzi
Remodel - Re-Copper
SFPD CO. K
Service - Repair
(415) 344-2114
Bonded
and
Insured
License
No. 539363
Pager 804-4550

DO YOU KNOW SOMEONE WITH

CREDIT RATING PROBLEMS?

INTRA-STATE Financial Services
WILL HELP YOU RESOLVE YOUR CREDIT PROBLEMS

Norfolk AUTO SERVICE All phases of automobile repair

We provide an Alternative to Bankruptcy
Remove outdated, incorrect & inaccurate info
from your credit reports. Member of Better Business Bureau.

• We work on ALL makes & models • Aftermarket service contracts accepted

Call: MATTIE FLEMING, CREDIT ANALYST
(415) 642-0949 - I Am Here To Help'

WE OFFER A DISCOUNT ON ALL SERVICE OR MAJOR REPAIRS TO SFPOA
(CURRENT & RETIRED) AND THEIR FAMILIES

FALL SPECIALS WITH THIS ADVERTISEMENT
Disc/Drum Brake Special
$18.95
Turn Drum/Rotor, Repack Bearings
$29.95
Cooling System Service
Inspect Hydraulic System
Auto Trans Service
$119.95 - Most Cars, Trucks - $129.95 & up
$5995
Most Cars/Lite Trucks
Some Four Wheel Drives Extra
Oil/filter special

Lynnie Schulz Flynn
Realtor-Associate

46 Norfolk (Betwn. 11th & 12th)

(415) 241-0656

Harrison/Folsom, SF, CA 94103

Old

HOT

EL

K0

"European Charm - Vkstern Hospitality"
SpcL Ri.1e

IVY
I

Office: 916/587-0828
Fax: 916/587-5934
Res: 916/587-5660

J J)()

fc. 211

•.
Members andFamjljes

Single or Double
Dou
Any Night
Upon AvaIlability

[ 6O6POSTSThEET-SANFRANCISCO.CA . (.g5) - 931-74 75J

Specializing in Tahoe * Truckee * Tahoe Donner Properties
Center • 11008 Donner Pass Rd., Truckee, CA 96161
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Attention All Units, Stations,
Details and Retirees.
Announcing the Second Annual

••
•

•
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:

:

Hosted by the Inspectors Bureau.

:

when and Where:
San Francisco Hilton

•

Saturday, December 2nd
333 O'Farrell
•
••
5:30 cocktails - 6:30 dinner
• The price is $52.00 per person which includes the following: extravagant
: Christmas buffet; wine with dinner; two cocktails per person, door prizes
• and dancing.
Seating is limited so get your checks in now. Send checks payable to Tom
• Walsh at the Domestic Violence Unit Room 561 at the Hall of Justice.
•• 553-9132
• The party will be in the Cityscape Restaurant, which has a 360 degree
view from the 47th floor. The Hilton will offer a special reduced room rate
• for overnight guests. If you wish to acquire room information or book a
• room contact Jim Bosch at the Hit and Run detail at 553-1641.
•
•

•

•
•

(Tear off and enclose with check now.)

• Name:

•
•

Unit/Detail:

• Work#:
•
•
• Number Attending:

Pager#:
x $52.00 =

1-800-664-1414
Broker licensed by the California Department of Real Estate

Call Mary Dougherty

(Dan Dougherty • Auto Detail)

unday, October 22nd is the
1995 Ride For Kids. The start
S location is the Solano County
Fairgrounds on Highway #37 in

gets you a continental breakfast, the
ride, lunch and a chance at the motorcycle raffle. Most importantly all

begins at 10:00 sharp with a police
escort through the Napa wine coun-

try. The slow scenic ride lasts about
. an hour and a half and ends up back
• at the fairgrounds where they serve a
light lunch and there are awards
, ,$EWl b^t

SPECIAL EVENTS CART
+ RENTALS CATERING

•
•
•
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INVESTORS TRUST
MORTGAGE AND INVESTMENT CORPORATION
* * Serving throughout California for
your home loan needs * *
• Buy a home with as little as 3% down
• 100% CLTV Home Equity Lines
• Jumbo and conforming loan amounts
VA and FHA approved
• Be PREAPPROVED with one of over
250 lenders we work with before you
even go house hunting!!
APPLICATIONS ARE TAKEN
OVER THE PHONE
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE

presentations and a raffle for a 1996
Honda motorcycle. $35.00 a head

Vallejo (across from Marine World
Africa USA). Registration starts at
08:00 and closes at 09:45. The ride

Home#: __________ •
.
.
(check enclosed) .

MARY DOUGHERTY

by Rene LaPrevotte

.

101 The Embarcadero
Suite 118A
San Francisco, CA 94111
415-982-0508
CATHERINE SCHOOP

proceeds benefit pediatric brain tumor research, which is trying to find
a cure for the leading killer of American children. If you can't attend and
would like to contribute to this charity, send a check to me payable to
"Ride For Kids" and I'll deliver it
myself on the 22nd. Any interested
riders call me at (415) 557-6747 or
(415) 883-9092.
Hair Care . Massage Acupressure Manicure
Pedicure • Skin Facial • Hot Waxing
Sculpture & Silk Nails
Beauty Products &
upplies

546 Columbus Ave.
6

San Fra ncisco,

CA 94 133
(415) 397-7200
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Pacific Association Youth Division
OfficerBilly Ray Smith (SFPD Special Operations Division/ Housing
Task Force Unit) is the newly elected
President for the United States of
America Track and Field (USAT&F)
Pacific Association - Youth Division. The Pacific Association is made
up of approximately 80 youth track
clubs located in Northern California
and Southern Nevada (from Mode3t0
to Reno, Nv.). Officer Smith, a San
Francisco peace officer for 17 years
and a level 1 certified USAT&F coach
for 10 years, has always lived and
worked in the community.
From 1985-1994, Officer Smith
coached San Francisco based Billy
Hutton Track Club. Under Officer
Smith's leadership, team member
Tonia Broden set a world record (Japan) in the 200 meters hurdles for
girls 13-14 age group. In the past
years, the team won 1St place in
several events and placed many times
in final events, at the annual USAT&F
Junior Olympic Track & Field National Championship Track Meet.
Many of the youth today are attendtrig major colleges and universities
around the country.
Presently, Officer Smith is the program coordinator for "The Mayor's
Academic Sports Pros—Educational,
Conditioning and Training Program."

Butler's Cleaners (at Butler's Uniforms) is proud to announce that
10% of all proceeds from SFPD Dry Cleaning or Laundry will be
contributed to the SFPOA for Community Service Work through
the SFPOA General Fund.
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Full Service Cleaners
Same Day Service

0

0

Butler's

Officer Billy Ray Smith (right) with
Cmdr. Richard Holder

The program was established by Officer Smith for boys and girls ages 612, in 1994.
On Sat., Oct. 7, 1995, the program
began its third year. The program
will conclude on July 31, 1996 at the
University of Houston, in Houston,
DC.
The program is an established full
scale, long term, year round educational program which includes 26
workshops in a classroom environment.
"My personal goals are to stimulate our youth to complete high school
and enroll in some college or university to achieve his or her dream(s).
These are future leaders of tomorrow."

• Fine Dry cleaning
(all garments hand finished)
• Shirt service
• Alteration-Repairs
(minor mending free)
• Wash and fold
• Leather and suede

UNIFORMS
345 9th Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 863-8119
Fax (415) 863-2373

• Blocking and reweaving

Mon. - Fri. 11a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m. -3 p.m.

For Men & Women Anytime
Free Lifetime Uniform
Alterations

OV

347 9th Street
863-6729
Quality, Service, Cleanliness and Value

Andrew Au

What Has Your Real Estate Broker
Done For You Lately?
'Alden Lynch
Jill Connally
Mitch Lang
'Greg Cloney
'Gary Aicardo

FREE STATION PICKUP
AND DELIVERY

Certified Public Accountant
870 Market Street, Suite 747
San Francisco, CA 94102
415 /956-1143

Ask any of these members about my personalized service, and how much money they saved
by working with me on their real estate transactions:
Co. A
Bob Lee
Co. H
'Mary Dunnigan
Co. F
Juvenile 'Joe Allegro
Co. A
'Dwight
Lee
Co.
D
TTF
Douglass
Farmer
'Richard
Andriola
Co. G
Co. E
Dennis Newcomer
Permit Bur.
• Dan Gallagher
Mgmt. Control
'Rich Cornea
Co. A
Co. G
• Lan Ramlan
Night Invest.
• Laurel Hall
Co. A
Co. I (ret) 'Fred Crisp
SFIAPD
• Bob Stephens
Co.
D
TAC
.
Dave
Lazar
.
Kevin
Dempsey
Co H

MARIN - SAN FRANCISCO - SONOMA
FAIRFAX HOMES UNDER $300,000

Hour Service

JONES TOW SERVICE
Complete Auto Repair
1570 Davidson Ave., San Francisco
Hablamos Español
(415) 554-0568
(415) 222-5343

NEW LISTING/$244,500
Privacy & Seclusion. 2BR/1 BA, Frplc.,
Hrdwd. FIrs., Decks.

NEW LISTING! $279,000
1930's Spanish style. Old World Charm,
3 levels.

NEW LISTING I $293,000
Contemporary 2BRI1 BA, View, Deck,
Skylight, Hot Tub.

COMPLETE BOOKKEEPING
AND
(T) INCOME TAX SERVICE
ELECTRONIC TAX FILING

SAN FRANCISO &MARIN PROPERTIES: $119,500 to $429,000
CALL FOR DETAILS: 485-4300

NESTOR G. CASTILLO, EA
Enrolled to Practice Before the IRS

REDUCED COMMISSIONS FOR SFPD & SFFD AND THEIR FAMILIES
WE GIVE CREDIT TOWARDS CLOSING COSTS TO OUR BUYERS
REFER A FRIEND AND GET A REFERRAL FEE

4493 Mission St.
San Francisco, CA 94112
Tels: Bus.: 415/584-9009
FAX: 415/337-6234
Home: 415/742-9409

VINCE SHEEHAN
(SFPD 1981.90)

(415) 804-8088

4

(415) 485-4300

(SFPD 1975.80)

(415) 280-0089

ADVENTURE Cruise & Travel

415/347-0205

@1995 Adventure Crui,e & Travel

Rich Hargens

Dorothy S. Nelson, D.D.S.

2001 Union Street, Suite 664
San Francisco, CA 94123
Telephone: (415) 775-6975
Office Hours By Appointment

JOHN SHEEhAN

61 Lambert Way
Novato, CA 94945
415-892-5589
c 415-892-5689
POCO LOCO

RALPH E. SCHOENSTEIN AND SONS
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Cal. State License #497094

• Additions • Remodel • New Const.
S.F.P.D. Member
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I DON'T KNOW...
BUT EVERYBODY IN TIER II
GOT THE SAME STUFF.
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WHAT DOES IT SAY1)
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Funny
But True

aw

Another weird case involving
snakes comes to us from San Diego,
courtesy of "The True Scoop".. .in
SDPD's paper, The Informant, a doctor called police when he heard a
by Tom Flippin, Editor
patient's story about how he was
bitten on the lip by his pet rattlesnake after he sneezed (the patient
sneezed.. .not the snake). When the
doe found out that this weirdo had
been treated for a snake bite under
similar circumstances before, he got
suspicious. He found out that some
people become obsessed by the
tongues of snakes.. .they think the
snake is showing sexual desire when
its tongue flicks out. OK, now in
addition to the snake bite, this guy
was being treated for bums on his
face. It turns out that the goof ball's
roommate told him snake venom
could be neutralized by running an
electrical current through the affected
Most of us in the law enforcement area. The two rocket scientists went
community feel that most prisoners out to their car and hooked up jumper
have more of the comforts of home cables to our hero's lower lip. His pal
than they really deserve. Jailbirds turns on the engine and kicks back
across the nation have a very differ- for awhile. When the cops asked him
ent viewpoint, however. Their com- how long his friend was flopping
plaints about the way they are treated around and frying, he said he wasn't
in prison are illustrated perfectly by sure 'cause the hood was up and he
looking over a few of the 30,000 couldn't see anything that happened.
inmate lawsuits filed for civil rights The reptile recidivist lived but lost
violations. Among these "terrible in- most of his lip.
justices": one prisoner sued for a
million bucks because guards
wouldn't refrigerate his ice cream
One poor crook (who shall remain
snack and let him eat it later; one nameless) recently held up a bank
sensitive victim of prison abuse while he was apparently wearing one
claimed that his toilet seat was too of those phony old "big-nose-andcold to use; a legal-beagle type in- mustache-with-glasses" disguises.
sisted that, because his prison job Surveillance cameras in the bank
was as a paralegal in the joint's law provided clear photographs of the
library, he should be paid the same robber, but, when police distributed
salary as lawyers on the outside; the pictures to the media.. .and asked
many of the lawsuits were about the for help in identifying this crook defood served inj ail ... one suit (for $129 spite his clever masquerade, they
million) pressured prisons to offer received several anonymous calls
salad bars... one captive gourmet saying that the false nose and glasses
whined that the cook scrambled his were, in fact, the real McCoys. Foleggs "too hard".. .and another poor lowing up on these tips, the local
guy complained that "limiting the boys in blue quickly located and arnumber of Kool-Aid refills consti- rested a really ugly bank robber.
tuted 'cruel and unusual punishment'."
Fremont police picked up a man
who evidently is living in the
Adifferent (and really goofy) bunch past.. .way back in the past to the
of drug addicts has been identified in days of the Old West. Frank VanLoock
India. Prakhas Chandran, a thera- was charged with aggravated maypist at a drug rehab center in hem after attacking his girlfriend.
Paloarivattom, claimed that these The woman, who had been dating
particular druggies are allowing VariLoock for about a month, susthemselves to be bitten on the tongue tained a serious head injury when he
by a venomous snake. Chandran, allegedly tried to scalp her in the
who would not identify the species of middle of the night. She told authorisnake used, said that the drug high ties that her boyfriend had tried to do
could last for as much as 16 the same thing once before, but that
hours.. .he also warned that the assault failed because his knife was
snake's bite is often fatal. Drug-deal- too dull to do any scalping. The offiing entrepreneurs in Bombay and cial report failed to mention whether
Goa are now offering snake or not ol' Frank also was wearing
services.. .for a price, customers can warpaint during his nighttime raid.
step right up and be bitten.

The Best of Broadway
Presents
The Tony-Award Winning Musical

Kiss
Of The
Spider Woman
At the Orpheum Theater

Join us for the Sunday Matinee
December 17th
Discount tickets ORCHESTRA $

— 55.00 each

Seats Are Limited, Order Now!!!
Don't miss our Spectacular Sunday Brunch
Before the show
Cityscape Restaurant
High atop the San Francisco Hilton
Clip and Send to: Sgt. Jim Bosch, Hit and Run Detail
850 Bryant, San Francisco, CA 94103
—————————————————————————
Name:____________________________
# of Tickets

x $55

Check enclosed/TOTAL:
Unit

Ext

Home # (

Questions: Please Call Me at 553-1644 Days
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